ABSTRACT
WATSON, OLIVIA ANN. Challenges Expressed by DELTA Participants That Could Inform the
DELTA Program (under the direction of Dr. Travis Park).
The goal of this study is to examine the Developing Educational Leaders and Teachers of
Agriculture (DELTA) program, which has been implemented as a professional development and
teacher induction workshop series in the agriculture education profession since 2013. DELTA is
a 40-hour beginning teacher induction program designed to meet the Department of Public
Instruction requirement for alternatively licensed CTE teachers. Most participants in the DELTA
program have varying educational backgrounds, majors, and extremely limited experience in the
classroom. The Fessler and Christensen (1992) teacher career cycle model served as the
theoretical framework for this study. Through qualitative interviews with 11 licensed or
alternatively licensed middle or high school agriculture teachers who participated and completed
the DELTA program, the following 8 themes emerged: beginning experiences, concerns with
teaching, beginning teacher opportunities and resources, preservice experiences, recruitment of
DELTA, importance of program networking, participants’ overall perceptions of DELTA, and
integrating DELTA concepts and/or practices [program integration]. It is recommended the
DELTA development team have separate professional development sessions for middle school
and high school teachers. It is also recommended the DELTA program interview an entire class
of participants after they have completed the full program to measure their effectiveness and
perceptions of the DELTA program.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
There are more than 13,000 FFA advisors and agriculture teachers across the United
States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands (National FFA Organization, 2019). With the
global population growing to an estimated 9 billion people to feed in 2050, agriculture and
agricultural education have become more important than ever. The love of the industry starts
with agriculture teachers inspiring their students to pursue a career in an agricultural field and to
live a more sustainable life.
Twenty-three percent of teachers have 5 or fewer years of teaching experience, and the
shortage of qualified teachers is the greatest challenge facing FFA and agriculture education
(National FFA Organization, 2019). There has been a continual shortage of agriculture education
teachers across the nation (Touchstone, 2015; Rayfield, McKim, Smith, & Lawrence, 2014).
Research indicates that if teachers have support and training, then they are much more likely to
stay in the profession, which ultimately leads to an increase in teacher retention rates (Kaufmann,
2007). As more teachers remain in the profession, the need for recruiting new teachers is
reduced. Therefore, good teacher induction leads to teacher retention, which reduces the demand
for teacher recruitment.
However, there has been a recent increase in the number of induction programs for
beginning teachers or new teachers to offer support and guidance on the practicalities of
issues/struggles new teachers can face (Smith & Ingersoll, 2004). Induction programs have
influenced the first-year experience of beginning teachers because these programs provide
assistance, mentor/mentee networking, and resources for beginning teachers. Induction programs
are comprehensive programs that provide inexperienced teachers with the necessary models and
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tools for beginning their teaching careers, as well as specific guidance aimed at helping them
meet performance standards. An induction program can provide a beginning agriculture teacher
with a community of professionals such as other teachers, principals, state staff, and teacher
induction program facilitators serving as an effective form of assistance and community for
beginning and first-year teachers (Boettcher & Joerger, 2000; Joerger, 2003). Mentor/mentee
programs within the same subject field have been effective for beginning teachers. Teachers who
had a good mentor in their beginning year(s) of teaching are less likely to move to another school
or leave the teaching profession altogether. Studies have also shown that “nearly 3 in 10 new
teachers move to a different school or leave teaching altogether at the end of their first year in the
occupation” (Smith & Ingersoll, 2004, p. 706).
Preservice teachers (teachers who have gone through an undergraduate teacher
preparation and degree program) will need to learn how to navigate through their career as a
beginning teacher. Preservice teachers may benefit by networking, discussions, and activities that
will assist them on maximizing the positive and minimizing the negative aspects of the beginning
teacher. Being involved in an induction program, supported by professionals within their
profession, will help meet these needs (Boettcher & Joerger, 2000).
Teachers entering the field through an alternative licensure route, such as a career in the
agricultural industry, may have an additional challenge of acquiring skills and knowledge in
pedagogy even if they have previous expertise and/or work experience in a career related to
agriculture. Challenges and struggles can include lack of knowledge about how to prepare for
instruction, difficulty with classroom management, lack of understanding of FFA and SAE, and
the additional burdens of completing licensure coursework. Additionally, because these teachers
are often older teachers, they may have family obligations. Understanding individual teaching
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styles, as well as ways to work collaboratively with other teachers and students in the classroom,
is imperative, and forming these specific relationships takes time (Villani, 2002). Agricultural
educators need professional development to increase their understanding and their abilities in the
classroom (Drage, 2010). An induction program like Developing Educational Leaders and
Teachers of Agriculture (DELTA) will also assist alternatively licensed participants in forming
relationships with other agriculture educators across the state through networking opportunities.
Understanding the experiences of licensed and alternatively licensed teacher participants
of the DELTA program is an important aspect to improving the induction program. Proper
development, continual updates, and meaningful improvements to the induction program will
address current and future participants’ needs and increase their chances for perseverance in the
profession. The teaching profession can help retain new teachers and tighten the gap between the
number of teachers needed and the number of teachers qualified by continuing to address the
induction needs of new teachers (Rayfield et al., 2014).
Agricultural Education
Agricultural education is delivered through a three-circle model of instruction (see Figure
1). The three model components are (a) classroom and laboratory instruction, (b) leadership
development (FFA), and (c) experiential learning and work-based learning (SAE). Successful
integration of these components results in a strong program that produces well-rounded
individuals prepared to be leaders in agriculture, business, and industry (National Association of
Agricultural Educators, 2020).
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Figure 1. The Agricultural Educators’ Three-Circle Model of Instruction.
There are currently 548 agricultural education teachers in the state of North Carolina.
From 2018 to 2020, 29 North Carolina agriculture teachers left teaching because of industry
employment (n=3), employment as a school administrator (n=2), law enforcement (n=2),
farming (n=2), moving (n=2), personal reasons (n=7), retirement (n=3), not offered a
contract/terminated (n=7), and burnout (n=1; Lawver, Foster, & Smith, 2018). In 2018-2019,
there were 24 newly licensed and 26 alternatively licensed agricultural educators in North
Carolina. These data demonstrate the need for an induction program in North Carolina to assist
beginning teachers in their new roles as agriculture educators.
Agricultural education teachers must be certified to teach in public, private, and charter
schools. Teaching candidates who have a bachelor’s degree in an agricultural subject other than
education and have not completed a teacher preparation program may pursue an alternative
teacher certification in agriculture. Alternative certification programs are designed for those who
wish to pursue a career in teaching a career technical course and are otherwise qualified to teach.
Prior to 2019, North Carolina maintained only one alternative pathway to licensure, known as
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lateral entry. However, the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction replaced lateral
entry with the Residency Pathway effective June 30, 2019. Alternative certification candidates
must have a relevant agriculture degree including 24 hours of coursework in a core agriculture
area and have earned a 2.5 GPA or have 5 years of relevant and documented work experience.
Candidates with higher GPAs or scores on standardized testing may also qualify. If the
requirements above are met, the candidate can seek employment in a school district, and the
school district must recommend the candidate for a lateral entry (or residency) educator’s
license. Once candidates have secured a teaching job and a lateral entry license, they have 3
years to complete an approved teacher education program and earn their Professional Educator’s
license while also completing a teacher preparation program.
DELTA Program Logistics
DELTA is a 40-hour new teacher induction program designed to meet the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction (DPI) requirement for provisionally licensed (beginning and
lateral-entry) Career and Technical Education (CTE) teachers. DELTA was designed for
alternatively licensed agricultural education teachers but may also benefit newly certified
teachers. This program has been in effect for 7 years without an in-depth study to analyze the
perceptions of its effectiveness or the teachers’ perceptions of the overall program.
Many teacher participants have varying educational backgrounds, majors, and limited
experience in the classroom prior to beginning their teaching careers and participating in
DELTA. Varying educational fields of alternatively licensed teachers participating in the
DELTA program include agricultural communications, physical education, horticulture, teaching
exceptional children, agricultural business, agriscience, and preschool education. DELTA
provides opportunities for teachers of different backgrounds to learn pedagogical skills and
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knowledge, to discover curriculum materials for implementation, and to develop confidence in
the classroom. Ultimately, after completion of the induction program and completion of licensure
coursework, DELTA participants will become professionally licensed agriculture education
teachers.
For alternatively licensed teachers to become fully licensed or to achieve the Residency
License (RL) mentioned as the alternative pathway for teacher licensure in North Carolina, the
individual for whom the license is requested must meet all the following requirements:
1. Holds a bachelor’s degree in the content area of teaching.
2. Either has completed coursework relevant to the requested licensure area or has
passed the content area examination relevant to the requested licensure area approved
by the State Board (agriculture currently does not recognize an examination of
content knowledge in NC).
3. Is enrolled in a recognized educator preparation program (EPP).
4. Meets all other requirements established by the State Board, including completing
preservice requirements prior to teaching.
Numerous studies about beginning licensed teachers and professional development
programs or mentor/mentee programs have been developed to help with transition into teaching.
Villani (2002) found that mentoring is the most important element in an induction program.
Smith and Ingersoll (2004) found that beginning teachers who were provided with mentors from
the same subject field and participated in a collective induction activities such as planning and
collaboration with other teachers were less likely to move to other schools or to leave the overall
teaching occupation after their first year. Fewer studies have been conducted about alternatively
licensed teachers, more specifically agricultural education lateral entry teachers, and how they
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transition to the teaching profession. Villani (2002) found that teachers entering the profession
from alternative routes may have the additional challenge of acquiring skills in educational
pedagogy even if they have content or life experiences. To date, there has been no research on
the North Carolina DELTA program and its effectiveness. The DELTA program creators,
administrators, and participants could benefit from this research to learn how they can further
assist beginning agricultural education teachers in the classrooms of North Carolina.
The population of this study consisted of agriculture teachers who completed the DELTA
program between August 2017 and March 2019. The population was categorized into four
participant groups: (a) EPP licensed high school teachers, (b) EPP licensed middle school
teachers, (c) alternatively licensed high school teachers, and (d) alternatively licensed middle
school teachers. Participants were chosen based on their qualifications and criteria. Once
participants were selected, they were sent an introductory email (see Appendix C) explaining the
research project on their school-provided email address. Before interviewing the participants, I
provided each participant with a copy of the 2017-2018 DELTA program objectives and
program schedules (see Appendix B) that consisted of the planned sessions that the participants
attended. This procedure was to assist the participants with recalling certain sessions or activities
that they might wish to discuss during their interview. The DELTA program objectives are the
following:
1. Explain the context of NC Agriculture Education.
2. Describe responsibilities of an agriculture teacher.
3. Implement effective teaching strategies and activities to motivate students to learn
agriculture.
4. Integrate reading and writing activities in agriculture.
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5. Meet the need of diverse student learners.
6. Assess student learning.
7. Manage the agriculture classroom, lab, and shop safely and productively.
8. Initiate SAE and FFA activities in the total agriculture education program.
9. Explain the agriculture program and FFA chapter funding.
10. Set agricultural program goals for 3, 5, and 10 years.
11. Identify FFA opportunities.
12. Prepare and deliver effective agricultural learning activities.
13. Deliver high-quality leadership preparation for FFA members.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the DELTA program, which has been
implemented as a professional development and teacher induction workshop series in the
agriculture education profession since 2013 in North Carolina. A further goal was to gain insight
from participants on their impressions and opinions on the success of the program as a tool to
prepare them for entry into the field of agriculture education. Finally, I will use this feedback
from participants to suggest recommendations for improving the DELTA program.
Research Questions
The goal of this research was to examine the challenges expressed by DELTA
participants and their overall perceptions and effectiveness of DELTA that can later be used to
improve the DELTA program. The research questions that will be driving this study are the
following:
1. What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed
beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
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2. What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and high school
versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
3. How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
4. What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA, and what did
they find of value?
5. How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and learnings in their
classrooms?
Scope and Limitations of the Study
1.

The scope of this study was limited to secondary school agricultural educators in
North Carolina who participated and completed the DELTA program within the 2
years immediately preceding this study. Teachers are either licensed or alternatively
licensed high school or middle school agriculture teachers. All teachers also teach
within 5 hours’ driving distance of North Carolina State University, which covers the
entire state.

2. The findings and conclusions of this research were limited to a single instrumental
case study analysis and my interpretation and findings, as I served as the main
instrument of data collection throughout this study. The findings of this qualitative
analysis were limited to the access, availability, and willingness of the teachers who
participated and were within the bounds of this case study.
3. DELTA participants who left the teaching profession were not interviewed. However,
it would have provided additional valuable insight on what they needed to help
support them and encourage them to stay in the profession.
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4. This study is not generalizable to other populations outside of the agricultural
education community or outside the state of North Carolina.
Assumptions
I made the following assumptions while preparing, administering, and analyzing this
study:
1. I assumed that all the agricultural educators participating in this study would answer
truthfully during their interviews.
2. I assumed that licensed high school teachers and licensed middle school teachers
would have similar experiences based on their preservice programs.
3. I assumed that alternatively licensed high school and alternatively licensed middle
school teachers would have similar experiences based on their pathway to reach
licensing and beginning year of experience in the classroom.
4. I assumed the lateral entry high school teachers and lateral entry middle school
teachers would have different experiences from the experiences of licensed teachers.
Operational Definitions of Key Terms
To facilitate the understanding of this thesis to the reader, the following definitions of
terms are provided:
Agricultural education – Agricultural education is a curriculum in public high schools
that teaches students about agriculture, food, and natural resources. Through these subjects,
agricultural educators teach students a wide variety of knowledge and skills, including science,
mathematics, communications, leadership, management, and technology, all in the context of
agriculture, food, and natural resources (National Association of Agricultural Educators, 2020).
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Lateral entry licensure – Lateral entry licensure is a licensure category that allows
qualified individuals to obtain a teaching position and begin teaching in a classroom while
obtaining a professional educator's license (North Carolina Department of Public Instruction,
2019).
Residency license (RL) – Residency license is a 1-year license that is renewable twice,
and thus provides a license for the first 3 years of a teacher’s teaching career. Residency license
has replaced the lateral entry license. It is the current alternative pathway to be issued a teaching
license in North Carolina (North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, 2019).
Career and technical education (CTE) – CTE is a curriculum in public schools that
teaches students trades and technical skills and knowledge, such as cosmetology, welding,
culinary arts, criminal justice, nursing, and other careers. CTE gives purpose to learning by
emphasizing real-world skills and practical knowledge (North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction, 2019).
Induction – Induction is a period of integration into the professional and social fabric of
the school, district, and community (Fessler & Christensen, 1992).
Licensure – Licensure is the process of receiving a document (a license) issued by the
North Carolina Board of Education to an individual deemed to be qualified to teach or practice in
North Carolina schools (North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, 2019).
Mentoring – Mentoring is a process by which a teacher assumes a role supportive of
some or all areas of teaching responsibilities for another teacher. A teacher could be a mentor for
a beginning teacher or for any other teacher in need of support (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
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Learners – Learners are persons (teachers in this study) engaged in the process of
discovering new skills or content to use in the classroom or to share with others in some way
(Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
Leaders – Leaders are persons (teachers in this study) who assume a primary guidance
role at a grade level or in a content area, in curriculum development at a local school district
level, or even within a professional organization (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) – A SAE is a program that provides
students with individualized opportunities to learn and develop real world, work-based skills
outside of the classroom beyond the school day (The Council, 2012).
Educator Preparation Program (EPP) – An Educator Preparation Program is a tool
designed to prepare both undergraduate and graduate students to become licensed teachers.
Programs can offer students specialized coursework in the grade level and subjects they are
interested in teaching (Kaufmann, 2007).
National Association of Agricultural Educators (NAAE) – The National Association
of Agricultural Educators is a professional organization for school-based agriculture education in
the United States. Association members advocate for agricultural educators and work to recruit
and retain agricultural educators in the profession (National Association of Agricultural
Educators, 2020).
North Carolina Agriculture Teachers Association (NCATA) – The NCATA is a
professional organization dedicated to the enhancement and support of the state and local
Agriculture Education Programs and NCATA Members (North Carolina Agriculture Teachers
Association, 2020).
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Summary
The need for effective teacher induction programs has been recognized since the 1980s.
DELTA was created to address the multiple challenges facing agriculture educators in the
classroom such as classroom management, time management, balancing personal/professional
responsibility, and developing administrator relationships (Greiman, Walker, & Birkenholz,
2005; Moore & Swan, 2008; Villani, 2002). A one-size-fits-all induction program designed to
build the skills and knowledge of new, midcareer, and the most experienced teachers may not be
optimally effective (Drape, Lopez, & Radford, 2016). Continued research is needed to identify
beginning agricultural educator challenges so professional development plans may be developed
throughout the United States to increase teacher retention in the classroom (Touchstone, 2015).
The findings and conclusions of the research are aimed to help the DELTA program improve its
effectiveness with regard to the professional development of teachers entering their beginning
years of teaching agriculture education.
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
Chapter 2 provides an in-depth review of the literature regarding topics germane to the
study. Specifically, Chapter 2 includes the theoretical framework and additional variables of
interest related to the study’s five research questions. The chapter is divided into six sections:
effective teaching characteristics, teaching evaluations, the selection and use of the theoretical
framework, recruitment and retention of teachers, certification pathways, and personal and
professional characteristics germane to effective teaching.
Theoretical Framework
The teacher career cycle model, developed by Fessler and Christensen (1992), was used
as a theoretical framework to guide this study (see Figure 2). There has been a well-defined line
between the two components of the education of licensed and alternatively licensed beginning
teachers, with educator preparation programs (EPP) at colleges and universities claiming control
over the initial certification component, and in-service education being under the domain of
school systems. Many changes occur within teachers and school systems that require a complex
view of teacher education. This awareness reflects an important recognition that teacher
education does not end with a diploma or a teaching license. Further, teacher education is not the
same for teachers of all levels of experience and expertise. Beginning teachers have a variety of
continuing education needs that must be addressed once entering their new work environment,
such as lesson preparation classroom management, personal adjustment, and work-life balance.
Teacher induction programs are an important bridge between preservice and in-service teacher
education (Fessler & Christensen, 1992).
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The Teacher Career Cycle is influenced by external environmental factors, some from the
teacher’s personal environment, and others from the organizational environment. The cycle
progresses through stages in a dynamic manner reflecting responses to the personal and
organizational environmental factors. The environmental factors are interactive, which makes it
difficult to sort out specific influences that affect the cycle. In an attempt to sort out the
variables, Fessler and Christensen (1992) separated the influences into two broad categories of
personal environment and organizational environment.

Figure 2. Dynamics of the teacher career cycle (Fessler & Christensen, 1992).
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The personal environment of the teacher includes several interactive but also mutually
identifiable variables. These variables may influence the individual during periods of intensive
importance to the teacher, which may become the driving force in influencing job behavior and
the career cycle. The variables in the personal environment consist of family, positive critical
incidents, crises, individual dispositions, avocational interests, and life stages. As stated earlier,
the personal environment cycle can influence or affect teachers during any time of their careers.
For example, having positive support system, such as family, CTE director, principal, or a
mentor, reinforces support from the personal environment that does not spark conflict with
career-related responsibilities and is likely to influence the career cycle in a positive way. In this
way, the DELTA program can assist beginning agriculture educators through mentoring and
helping them learn methods to balance school and personal life.
The second major category of the career cycle is the organizational environment of
schools and school systems. The organizational environment consists of school regulations,
management style, public trust, societal expectations, professional organizations, and unions.
The organizational environment for agricultural educators consists of a location that is usually
near the rear of the school building because of the need of shop space and access to outside
space. This arrangement may lead teachers to feel isolated and to be less social. Agricultural
education teachers are often held to societal expectations if they are taking over a program from
a previous agricultural teacher who had a strong community presence or a background in
winning the FFA competition. Professional organizations such as the NCATA are available to
agriculture teachers in North Carolina. These organizations can help influence teachers’ own
empowerment and confidence in the classroom. These elements of the organizational
environment illustrate key factors that influence the career cycle.
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The two major categories of the teacher career cycle model serve as influencers for a
third category that identifies eight stages in the career cycle. Fessler and Chistensen (1992)
outlined the eight stages of the teacher career cycle model as follows:
1. Preservice
2. Induction
3. Competency building
4. Enthusiastic and growing
5. Career frustration
6. Career stability
7. Career wind-down
8. Career exit
The eight stages represent “norms” and serve as a valuable way to think about career
stages. The cycle starts with the preservice phase, the period of the initial preparation in a college
or university. The preservice phase also includes retraining for a new role in higher education,
moving to new curriculum within a discipline, or participating in staff development within the
work setting. The second phase is induction, a stage defined as the first few years of employment
when the teacher is socialized into the system. After the induction phase is competency building.
Competency building is the phase during which the teacher is striving to improve teaching skills
and abilities. During this stage, teachers seek out new materials, methods, and strategies.
Teachers at this stage are also receptive to new ideas and to attending workshops and
conferences. Next is the enthusiastic and growing stage, during which teachers have reached a
high level of competence in their jobs and continue to progress as professionals. The next stage
is career frustration. This stage is characterized by deteriorating job satisfaction, teachers
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beginning to question why they are still teaching, and teacher burnout. After the career
frustration stage is the stability stage. Teachers in this stage have reached plateau level, doing
what is expected of them, but they are not committed to pursuing excellence or growth. Teachers
in this stage are often going through the motions and disengaging from their commitment to
teaching. The next stage in the cycle is career wind-down. At this stage, a teacher is preparing to
leave the profession. This stage can be positive if it is the teacher’s choice to retire, or it can be a
negative experience if the teacher is forced to terminate. This stage can occur for months or a
few weeks. Finally, the last stage is career exit. This stage represents the period after the teacher
leaves the job. This period includes circumstances other than retirement. Circumstances can
include unemployment or a time of alternative career exploration such as nonteaching, or a
teacher moving into an administrative role in education.
The two stages that guided this study were the preservice and the induction stages. “The
preservice stage is the starting point of a career cycle. Traditionally, as people change positions
within a profession or change professions completely, they will find themselves back in the
preservice phase of their careers” (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
In the preservice stage, family is the main influencer from the personal environment.
Family plays an important role both financially and psychologically in supporting the preservice
teacher. A student who enters college directly from high school has a huge financial
responsibility, and a supportive family can make all the difference. Preservice students in
traditional college settings have many opportunities to become involved with outside
organizations while receiving their degree. Students then pursue some of these interests for the
rest of their lives outside of their careers. The organizational environment for licensed beginning
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teachers who had preservice experiences includes student teaching experiences along with
opportunities for the organization of higher education (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
The preservice stage differentiates licensed beginning teachers from alternatively
licensed beginning teachers. However, the preservice stage is the starting point of a career cycle.
As people change positions within a profession or change professions completely, they will start
at the preservice phase of their careers (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992). Alternatively licensed
(nontraditional preservice) teachers may have many previous experiences in the agricultural
field, but they are new to teaching agriculture. The preservice stage is a time of learning. The
role of teacher as learner is the strongest here and in the induction stage.
The induction stage of the career cycle is the period during which a new teacher strives
for acceptance by students, peers, and supervisors and attempts to achieve confidence in dealing
with everyday problems and issues in the classroom and the new role. Teachers may also
experience the induction stage when shifting to another grade level, a new classroom, or when
accepting a new teaching position at another school (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992). Teachers enter
the profession at a point of inexperience, regardless of whether they went through a preservice
program.
The induction stage is an important transition period from student teaching to classroom
instructional leader. For the alternatively licensed beginning teacher, the induction stage involves
a subject change or a new teaching position for them within the school. Questions of competence
surface, particularly when leaving a familiar position or career field and forging new
relationships with colleagues and supervisors. Beginning teachers often report that they do not
feel fully prepared for their first teaching job because they are ultimately the one in charge of the
classroom, which for licensed teachers is different compared to their student teaching experience
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when they were not primarily the person in charge. In the induction stage, teachers expressed
concerns with surviving day to day, “drowning” in work, and being the new person.
In addition to entering the teaching profession, the first year of teaching for traditionally
licensed teachers is a time of transitioning into the adult world and all the responsibilities that
come with it. Beginning licensed teachers move from the freedom of student life to the
responsibilities of professional life. Alternatively licensed teachers also face transitions.
Alternatively licensed teachers may transition from working for themselves on the farm to
teaching in a school system. Both types of teachers may find themselves in school environments
where their beliefs and morals are different from school belief structures. These teachers may
have a difficult time adjusting to their new environment and its culture. Continually searching for
acceptance by students, peers, administration, parents, and the community in which the school is
located can lead to self-doubt.
Concerns or areas of professional growth and needs of induction stage teachers typically
include classroom management, discipline, student instruction, relations with parents and the
community, and relationships with administrators. However, all teachers are different and enter
induction programs and professional development opportunities with different needs based on
different classroom experiences. For alternatively licensed beginning teachers who enter the
profession later in life and after having established a previous career in agriculture, raising a
family, and having previous experiences, their attitudes and perspectives as experts may already
be in place as they enter the profession.
Induction stage teachers function primarily in the role of learners. In the role of the
learner, the teacher is learning new skills or content to use in the classroom or to share with
others in some way. For example, the principal might want the agriculture teacher to have
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animals on campus. Coursework and classroom visits to other high schools that have animals on
campus might be included in the professional development plan for these teachers as they learn
new skills.
Alternatively licensed teachers can act as leaders within the agricultural education
community because of their background knowledge and previous experiences. Leadership can
take many forms. It can involve leadership at a grade level or in a content area, in curriculum
development at a local school district level, or even within a professional organization. For
example, an alternatively licensed teacher who has a background in exceptional children
education can offer lesson plans, assignments, activities, and advice to other teachers struggling
with accommodating and modifying their classrooms. Induction stage teachers need personalized
professional development activities specifically catered to their field of agricultural education
and their needs. For example, agricultural teachers who have horticultural facilities or animal
science barns need workshops on laboratory safety, laboratory student management, and
examples of hands-on activity. Agriculture teachers who do not have the luxury of facilities need
a workshop on how to implement classroom content into hands-on activities in the classroom
with materials available to them. Supervisors and administrators need to be aware of the special
needs of induction teachers and assist them by providing a positive environment, feedback, open
communication, competency building, and growing.
Induction Programs and Support
A variety of induction activities are being provided to beginning teachers by school
district personnel (Joerger, 2003). Mentorship programs, collaboration, seminars for new
teachers, and regular communication with administrators or department chairs are good examples
of integrating beginning teachers into a new school (Smith & Ingersoll, 2004).
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Teachers’ careers are often considered to consist of two parts: preservice and in-service.
Preservice refers to the preparation program traditionally offered by a college or university. Inservice refers to the period between a teacher’s initial entry into the profession and retirement or
another form of exit from teaching (Eros, 2011). In-service teachers may enter the classroom
either from a traditional route through teacher preparation programs or from an industry career as
lateral-entry teachers. Teacher education programs address specific areas of concern in preservice courses and activities, which may minimize those beginning teachers’ needs for
professional development once they start as beginning teachers (Touchstone, 2015). However,
researchers recommend ongoing professional development for beginning teachers who have
participated in a preservice education route to boost skills, increase teacher self-efficacy, lower
job stress, and enhance satisfaction from teaching (Drape et al., 2016).
School districts require their newly hired teachers to participate in induction programs
within their first 3 years of teaching; however, studies show it can take up to 5 years for teachers
to become fully proficient and maximize student achievement in their classroom (Sun, 2012;
Vallani, 2002). Induction programs implemented by teacher educators, state staff, and university
faculty targeted at new and experienced teachers aim to improve the quality of teacher
performance, teacher self-efficacy, and career commitment for agricultural educators (Rayfield et
al., 2014; Villani, 2002). Participation from new and experienced teachers in a multiyear
professional development course encourages time to reflect on and improve teaching practices
throughout the professional development program (Sun, 2012; Villani, 2002). State staff
acknowledge the need of professional development for agriculture teacher educators at various
career stages (Smalley & Smith, 2017). The potential for failure is real in the minds of many
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beginning teachers. At almost no other time in their teaching careers will teachers be so unsure
of their own competence than their beginning years of teaching (Fessler & Chistensen, 1992).
Participation in induction programs by beginning teachers helps contribute to personal
development and career commitment (Rayfield et al. 2014; Sun, 2012). However, a beginning
teacher who attended a preservice program trying to learn classroom and time management skills
will have different challenges from the challenges of an alternatively licensed beginning teacher.
For example, preservice licensed teachers may have questions about how to integrate current
greenhouse technology into their courses, whereas an alternatively licensed teacher may have
questions on how to write a lesson plan that includes measurable learning objectives, engaging
activities, and reliable assessments.
Emotional safety is important in both school-based agricultural education and in
induction programs. Agricultural educators must create an emotionally safe environment in their
laboratories, be actively involved in each of their student’s learning processes, and be able to
accommodate all learning styles (Arnold, Warner, & Osborne, 2006). With agricultural educators
needing to be so versatile, the type of feedback that induction program participants receive may
be an important factor in their level of teacher self-efficacy (Wolf, Foster, & Birkenholz, 2010).
Feedback to beginning teachers must be provided in a way that will be accepted and integrated
by the teacher receiving the feedback.
Support Provided in Teacher Induction Programs
An effective teacher induction program provides support to new and beginning teachers,
with opportunities of networking with peers and professional development tailored to the
challenges faced by new teachers (Drape et al., 2016; Kirby & Lebude, 1998; Sun, 2012). The
nature and existence of beginning teacher professional development and induction programs
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needs to be more than lecture-based single workshops (Kirby & Lebude, 1998; Sun, 2012). A
teacher assumes many roles, such as managing materials and resources, budgets, time, parents,
volunteers, children and their individual differences, all within the context of starting a new
career, which makes teaching challenging yet satisfying (Kirby & Lebude, 1998). An induction
program can help create a network of peers and support that beginning teachers need.
Agricultural education teachers teach not only in their classrooms and laboratories but
also at FFA events, SAE sites, on- and off-campus farms, and their students’ internship
opportunities (Harper et al., 1990; Joerger, 2002; Sun, 2012). Teachers are expected to advise an
FFA chapter, implement hands-on learning in and outside of their classrooms, and integrate core
academic subjects within their curriculum and learning activities supported by sound theory
(Joerger, 2003). A professional development program tailored to teachers’ career stages may
enhance skills, content knowledge, and self-efficacy, as well as boosting the teachers’ overall
capabilities to teach effectively (Drape et al., 2016).
In North Carolina, teachers are also provided support through professional organizations.
The NCATA is a professional organization that has increased its presence at the DELTA
program and with preservice teachers in recent years. Many beginning teachers and veteran
teachers are members of the NCATA because of the benefits it provides the agriculture teachers.
During the research for this study, the participants would mention being a member of NCATA
and attending the winter conference.
NCATA provides a mentoring program for its new and beginning teachers who need
assistance in a specific area. The organization also advocates for agricultural education
programming in North Carolina by developing relationships with legislators and communities.
NCATA holds yearly conferences and professional development workshops for their members
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throughout the state. As agricultural educators in North Carolina, teachers must complete 100
points of “An Evaluation of Quality Twelve-Month Agricultural Education Teaching Positions”
to determine the 12-month employment status (see Appendix J). Part of the evaluation
instrument is a category where attending an NCATA event would provide points toward a
teacher’s 12-month employment.
Support Provided by Administration and State Staff
Although most new teachers now participate in some form of induction program, the
support that schools provide new teachers varies a great deal (Sun, 2012). Principals are
challenged to maintain professional relationships with teachers that provide support while still
maintaining their administrative responsibilities of supervision and evaluation of the teachers.
Principals play an important role in helping teachers adjust to their new job and environment. By
assigning support and mentors to new teachers, principals encourage in-classroom assistance and
ensure a positive environment to new teachers at their schools. Because principals make
decisions about future employability, beginning teachers tend to avoid their principal, which
leads to them losing their principal as a professional resource (Fessler & Christensen, 1992). A
supportive administration leads to a confident beginning teacher with a positive classroom
environment.
Challenges and Needs of Beginning Teachers
Identifying the challenges facing beginning teachers as perceived by beginning teachers,
veteran teachers, and administrators can help identify the professional development needs to
assist beginning teachers and retain them in the profession (Touchstone, 2015). Many beginning
teachers reported lack of support from school administration, school discipline problems, limited
faculty input in school discipline problems, and poor in-school decision-making as factors that
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lead to them leaving the teaching field (Sun, 2012). DELTA may affect teachers leaving the
profession by not providing the support, the resources, or the help that the individual was
seeking.
Regardless of preparation in a teacher preparation program or alternatively licensed from
industry, beginning agriculture teachers face challenges unlike those in other work environments.
Many agriculture teachers were not prepared for the isolation or socialization issues that come
with the organizational environment of middle or high schools. Because of isolation, beginning
teachers reported having less interaction with mentors, faculty, and staff early in the school year,
leading to frustration by the lack of quality support provided by their school administration
(Greiman, Walker, & Birkenholz, 2005). These frustrated teachers experience elevated levels of
stress, investing over 50 hours per week teaching, long hours training CDE teams, and
supervising the SAE programs for their students (Joerger & Boettcher, 2000; Moore & Swan,
2008).
Mentoring
Mentoring is the most familiar and important element in a comprehensive induction
program. In mentoring, experienced teachers make a commitment to work with a beginning
teacher, usually for at least 1 year, for the purposes of helping beginning teachers acculturate into
their new school and reflect on and improve their teaching practices. Matching mentors and new
teachers well can make the difference between a meaningful, fruitful relationship and an
unproductive, unsuccessful experience. It is recommended that mentors and beginning teachers
teach the same subject matter because mentors are in a better position to share their knowledge
of curriculum and instruction with beginning teachers and help them plan. When mentors and
new teachers are in the same building, even teaching in classrooms that are nearby, they are
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much more likely to meet frequently, in addition to the regularly scheduled weekly meetings,
which is recommended. Villani (2002, p. 4.3-4.4) suggested that mentors do the following to
support new teachers:
1. Provide emotional support and encouragement.
2. Provide information about the daily workings of the school and the cultural norms of
the school community.
3. Promote cultural proficiency regarding students and their families.
4. Promote reflection and improved practice through cognitive coaching.
Although mentoring alone cannot provide all the support new teachers need, it does
provide the face-to-face interaction with experienced veterans, which is important for the
development of new teachers. Educators who served as mentors refine their own teaching
practices and build leadership skills through reflection on their own practices (Sun, 2012).
Although mentors are experienced teachers, they still need training to be effective support for
their mentees (Villani, 2002). Mentors often say they received more than they gave, such as
bouncing ideas off one another, forming a professional relationship, and assisting each other in
everyday school/classroom issues. This support is largely due to the ongoing professional
development they receive as mentors, as well as the satisfaction of helping new colleagues.
Experienced teachers have therefore benefited greatly from participating in a mentoring program.
Beginning teachers are preoccupied with survival and spend little time reaching out for
assistance unless time or support is offered directly to them. Assigning mentors to beginning
teachers sends the message that asking for help is acceptable (Fessler & Christensen, 1992).
Informal mentorships may be developed among DELTA participants or between participants and
facilitators.
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Developing Educational Leaders and Teachers of Agriculture (DELTA)
DELTA is a program that has been implemented as a professional development and
teacher induction workshop series in the agriculture education profession since 2013. DELTA is
a 40-hour new teacher induction program designed to meet the North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction educator preparation requirement for alternatively licensed CTE teachers. The
program was designed for lateral-entry agricultural education teachers but may also benefit
newly certified teachers entering the profession from teacher preparation programs.
Many DELTA participants have varying educational backgrounds and majors and limited
experience in the classroom. Prior professional experiences of these DELTA participants may
include being a livestock farmer, licensed landscaper, employee of the United States Department
of Agriculture, employee of North Carolina Farm Bureau, elementary educator with agriculture
experience in college, and a North Carolina State FFA officer. Participants have considerable
experience in an agricultural field and have decided to leave the farm or their agricultural
industry job and start teaching agriculture by drawing from their years of industry experience.
Whereas alternatively licensed teachers have volumes of agricultural knowledge, they
often lack pedagogical skill and knowledge. DELTA provides opportunities for teachers of
different backgrounds to learn pedagogical skills and knowledge, to discover curriculum
materials to implement, and to develop confidence and competence in the classroom. Ultimately,
DELTA participants will become alternatively licensed agriculture education teachers after
completion of the induction program and completion of licensure coursework. The DELTA class
of 2017-2018 had 32 out of 36 (88.9%) of the participants continued teaching for 2 years, and 27
out of 36 (75.0%) participants continued teaching agriculture education 3 years after completing
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the DELTA program. In the DELTA program completer class of 2018-2019, 31 out of 35
(88.6%) participants continue teaching agriculture 2 years after completing the DELTA program.
The DELTA program is coordinated by the agricultural education faculty at NC State
University and the NC Agricultural Education and FFA state programmatic staff. DELTA
consists of five components over the course of a year. The five components include the
following:
1. DELTA 1 – New and Beginning Teacher Workshop at Summer Agricultural Education
Conference in July (Greensboro, NC).
2. Regional Fall In-Service Meetings – teachers should attend their respective agricultural
education Fall Regional In-service Meeting during the months of September and October.
3. DELTA 2 Conference – December, at the North Carolina FFA Center in White Lake, NC
(lodging is included).
4. DELTA 3 Conference – March, at the North Carolina FFA Center in White Lake, NC
(lodging is included).
5. Regional Spring In-Service Meetings – teachers should attend their respective
agricultural education spring regional in-service meeting during the months of February
and March.
Teachers must attend all five DELTA components to meet the requirement of the 40-Hour New
Teacher Induction Program.
The DELTA program is advertised through an email service and on the North Carolina
FFA website (Appendix H). The email listserv consists of new and beginning teachers, state
staff, and CTE directors. Joerger and Boettcher (2000) found the number of agricultural
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educators enrolled in a beginning teacher program sponsored by their local school district was
low compared to what most beginning teachers from across the United States were experiencing.
Teacher Educator Path
In North Carolina, the completion of the Bachelor of Science in Agriculture Education
Program leads to teacher licensure for Grades 6-12. This research study focused on licensed
participants who attended NC State’s agriculture education preservice teaching program.
However, other colleges and/or universities such as Application State, North Carolina A&T
University, University of Mount Olive, and Brevard College also offer agriculture education
preservice teacher preparation programs in North Carolina. Students at NC State pursuing a
degree in agriculture education have the opportunity of enrolling in introductory courses such as
animal or poultry science, plant science, soil science, agricultural economics, agricultural
engineering, and natural resources. Once students have taken the introductory classes in these
areas and developed a broad understanding of agriculture, they declare a concentration in one
area of agriculture that will be their focus while pursuing their agriculture education degree. The
concentrations include Agribusiness Management, Agricultural Engineering Technology,
Agronomy, Animal Science, Horticultural Science, Natural Resources, or Poultry Science. Along
with choosing a concentration, students will be enrolled in general education courses allowing
them to fulfill their requirements for teacher candidacy. Undergraduates must have at least a
GPA of 2.75, 45 or more completed course hours, and completion of the Praxis I by their junior
year to be recommended for admission to teacher education candidacy. Students are required to
complete 4.5 professional growth units during their 3 years of undergraduate study (North
Carolina State University, 2020). Professional growth units are points that undergraduate
students earn for attending professional development events during their first 3 years of their
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preservice program. During the spring semester of their senior year, students are placed in a high
school or middle school setting under the supervision of an agricultural education teacher for
student teaching (North Carolina State University, 2020).
In a study about the nature and impact of teaching events, Joerger and Boetther (2000)
concluded that selected forms of assistance influenced the initial teaching experiences of
beginning teachers. Joerger later conducted a study (2002) on two cohorts of in-service education
needs of beginning agricultural education teachers. The purpose was to identify the common and
unique in-service needs of consecutive cohorts of beginning agricultural education teachers who
had just completed their first semester of classroom teaching. The results revealed the beginning
teachers from this study had needs relating to (a) advisory committees; (b) student management,
guidance and motivation; (c) FFA degrees and proficiency award applications; (d) establishment
of a support organizations; (e) how to integrate agricultural technology into the curriculum; and
(f) how to teach the relationship of agriculture with the environment. The program design,
management, teaching, and classroom management categories of professional competencies
were the categories with the highest need for in-service education for both cohorts. Preservice
programs, at best, prepare teachers to a point of readiness to enter the teaching profession.
However, not even the best teacher education program can accurately represent the reality of
full-time teaching (Fessler & Christensen, 1992).
Alternative Certification
Teaching candidates who have a bachelor’s degree in an agricultural subject other than
education and have not completed a teacher preparation program may pursue an alternative
teacher certification. Programs for teachers seeking alternative certification are designed for
those who wish to pursue a career in teaching a CTE course and are otherwise qualified to teach.
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Lateral entry was an alternate pathway to teaching that has been replaced by the “Residency
Licensure (RL)” pathway and is no longer being issued by the North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction (NCDPI), effective June 30, 2019. RL is essentially the same pathway as the
old Lateral Entry Licensure pathway with the exception that residency licenses must be renewed
annually, and residency teachers must be affiliated with one EPP and complete their licensure
courses through that EPP. Lateral entry was an alternative pathway that allows qualified
individuals to obtain a teaching position and begin teaching in a classroom while obtaining a
professional educator's license as they teach. NCDPI authorizes lateral entry professional
educator licenses in areas that correspond to the individual's academic study (NCDPI, 2019).
RL is the current alternative pathway issued as a teaching license in North Carolina. In
order to be issued a RL, an individual must meet the following requirements: (a) A request is
made by the local board of education and is accompanied by a certification of supervision from
the recognized EPP in which the individual is enrolled, and (b) the individual from whom the
license is requested meets all of the following requirements:
1. Holds a bachelor’s degree in the content area of teaching.
2. Either has completed coursework relevant to the requested licensure area or passed
the content area examination relevant to the requested licensure area that has been
approved by the State Board (agriculture currently does not recognize an examination
of content knowledge in NC).
3. Is enrolled in a recognized EPP.
4. Meets all other requirements established by the State Board, including completing
preservice requirements prior to teaching.
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At NC State, the EPP Licensure in Education for Agricultural Professionals (LEAP) is
delivered through distance education and provides a teaching license to individuals who have
baccalaureate degrees in agriculture, natural resources, and closely related disciplines to teach
agriculture in school settings. The goal of the LEAP program is to address the shortage of
qualified agricultural education teachers in North Carolina (North Carolina State University,
2020). NC A&T also offers an online EPP to agriculture teachers seeking their alternative
teaching license (North Carolina A&T State University, 2020). In 2018-2019, North Carolina
had 26 nonlicensed individuals reported as new agriculture education teachers. Of the 26
nonlicensed individuals, 14 were new agriculture graduates who had not competed an
agricultural education program; nine were new graduates of fields not related to agriculture or
education; two had previous backgrounds in agribusiness, farming, or industry; and one was an
education professional in a content area other than agriculture (Lawver, Foster, & Smith, 2018).
Summary
Chapter 2 presented a theoretical framework known as the teacher career cycle. The
chapter then presented information regarding induction programs and support, challenges and
needs of beginning teachers, the usefulness of mentoring, the DELTA program, the teacher
educator path (preservice), and the alternative certification path. When looking at the future of
agricultural education, it is necessary to understand and acknowledge the importance of meeting
the needs of agriculture teachers through professional development experiences in the form of
induction programs. As expressed in the chapter, professional development needs to be tailored
to the specific needs of the agriculture teachers and their experiences within the classroom
(Sorensen, Lambert, & McKim, 2014). The most difficult challenges beginning agricultural

educators face are classroom management, time management, and balancing
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personal/professional responsibilities (Greiman et al., 2005). Effective comprehensive induction
programs increase teacher retention rates by more than half for beginning teachers (Sun, 2012).
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction
This study begins with an identification of the DELTA program described and analyzed
in the following chapters. This chapter serves as an outline of the methodology used to conduct
this study and includes the following sections: methods, design of study, sample selection, data
collection, data analysis, pilot study, validity and reliability, researcher bias, and assumptions.
Institutional Review Board
This study was conducted with approval from the NC State Institutional Review Board
(IRB), as required by federal law, for the use of human subjects. Approval was granted
November 11, 2019 and given the protocol number of 20432 (see Appendix A).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the Developing Educational Leaders and
Teachers of Agriculture (DELTA) program, which has been implemented as a professional
development and teacher induction workshop series in the agriculture education profession since
2013 in North Carolina. A further goal of the study was to gain insight from participants on their
impressions and opinions on the success of the program as a tool to prepare them or entry into
the field of agriculture education. Finally, I will use feedback from participants to suggest
recommendations for improving the DELTA program.
Research Questions
Five major questions guided this study:
1. What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed
beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
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2. What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and high school
versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
3. How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
4. What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA, and what did
they find of value?
5. How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and learnings in their
classrooms?
Rationale for a Single-Instrumental Case Study Design
This study followed a single-instrumental case study design method (Creswell & Poth,
2018) of 11 agriculture teachers who participated in North Carolina’s beginning teacher
induction program. A single-instrumental case study is the study of one case, specifically the
DELTA program, to provide insight into an issue or concern, which was examining beginning
teachers’ perceptions of the DELTA program (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Each individual teacher
in the case served as a unit of analysis. The parameters of this case study consisted of teachers
completing the DELTA program. Teachers were either licensed or alternatively licensed high or
middle school agriculture teachers, were within 3 years of beginning teaching, and were within 5
hours’ driving distance of NC State. Interviews and related documents were used as multiple
data sources of information for this case study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This specific case was
not intended to represent the character of all beginning teacher induction programs across the
country. However, it was intended to examine the beginning teacher induction program of North
Carolina DELTA.
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Pilot Study
To understand the validity of the interview protocol (Merriam, 2009), a pilot study was
conducted as part of my core qualitative course requirements. For that reason, the sample of the
pilot study was small. Participants in the pilot case study consisted of DELTA’s facilitator, a lead
teacher, a licensed high school teacher who completed the DELTA program, and a lateral entry
middle school teacher who completed the program. Pilot case study consisted of interviews with
the participants and classroom observations of the two teacher participants. Observations were
conducted in the teachers’ classrooms to see how they implemented the DELTA contents in their
curriculum.
Upon completing the pilot study with the participants, I consulted the committee chair
regarding the need for a more purposeful population, the lack of usefulness of the classroom
observations for the study, and the needed alteration of the interview protocol and working of the
questions to fit the needs of the intended data collection (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam,
2009). This pilot study also led to the conclusion that licensed and lateral entry agricultural
educators do have different experiences from one another as beginning teachers. However,
another conclusion surfaced that middle school and high school beginning agricultural educators
have different experiences and perspectives from one another, as well. This pilot study also led
to the purposeful sampling of the overall study.
Interviewees
I obtained the DELTA participant list of the 2017-2019 classes from Dr. Travis Park, the
2014-2019 DELTA coordinator. Participants for this study were selected based on one of the
following:
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1. DELTA participants who majored in agriculture education and were certified or newly
licensed high school teachers.
2. DELTA participants who majored in agriculture education and were certified or newly
licensed middle school teachers.
3. DELTA participants who are lateral entry (varied educational background) and were
high school teachers.
4. DELTA participants who are lateral entry (varied educational background) and were
middle school teachers.
Participants had to meet the criteria above and the schools where they currently taught
had to be within a 5-hour driving distance of NC State.
All participants who majored in agricultural education who were licensed must have
graduated from NC State in order to participate in this study. DELTA is open to all agricultural
education teachers in North Carolina. However, to examine the effectiveness of the DELTA
program for participants who are licensed agriculture education majors, it was useful for this
study to bind licensed teachers to those who had recently graduated from NC State’s preservice
program because the NC State faculty presented and led sessions during the DELTA program.
Based on the bounds of this case study, the population consisted of agriculture teachers
who completed the DELTA program between August 2017 and March 2019. The population was
categorized into four participant groups: (a) EPP licensed high school teachers, (b) EPP licensed
middle school teachers, (c) alternatively licensed high school teachers, and (d) alternatively
licensed middle school teachers.
Once the participants were chosen based on their qualifications and criteria, participants
were contacted through email introducing them to the study (see Appendix C). I communicated
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with participants and established and agreed on a date and time that was good for me to visit the
school location to conduct the interview. I had the participants sign a written consent form (see
Appendix D) identical to the electronic form participants received as an attachment to the
introductory email. I drove to each participant's school. Upon arriving for each interview, I
checked in at the school's front office and was escorted to the teacher's (participant’s) classroom.
Once escorted to the teacher's classroom I let the teacher pick a comfortable location in the
classroom or other area where the interview would be conducted.
Zoom interviews were implemented based upon the participants’ school schedules. I
made initial contact with the participants through an introductory email explaining the research
study (see Appendix C). I asked the participants to set a day and time that worked best for them
to complete the interview via Zoom. Zoom is a web-based video conferencing tool that allows
users to meet online, with or without video. The time duration for the interviews was typically 20
to 35 minutes. However, a few of the participants elaborated more on some of the questions,
which led to a few interviews lasting an hour.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
Data collection consisted of a variation of one-on-one interviews. There were seven inperson interviews and four interviews conducted via Zoom (an online video-conferencing
application).
As stated above, participants were contacted through an email (see Appendix C)
explaining the research project. Participants were informed that they were going to be recorded
during the interview, and they were given the opportunity to align the interview to accommodate
their personal schedule. This accommodation was facilitated for participants by using the Zoom
application.
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Before interviewing all participants, I provided the participants with a copy of the 20172018 DELTA program objectives and program schedules (see Appendix B) that consisted of the
planned sessions that the participants attended to help them recall certain sessions or activities
that they might wish to discuss during the interview. Participants were emailed the consent form
(see Appendix D) and were instructed to sign and email the consent form back to me before the
interview was conducted. At the beginning of each interview, the purpose of the study, the
amount of time that was needed to complete the interview, and the participant’s right to
withdraw from the study was communicated to each participant before the interview started
(Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Participants were asked open-ended questions to allow them to give their point of view
and uncover the meaning of their experiences as agriculture education teachers and participants
in the DELTA program (Creswell & Poth, 2018). There were two interview protocols used for
this study. One protocol was for licensed teachers (see Appendix E), and the other protocol was
for alternatively licensed teachers (see Appendix F). There were approximately 12 questions on
both protocols; however, in the lateral entry protocol there were a few open-ended questions
tailored to the participants’ leaving their previous career and entering the field of teaching
agriculture. Interview protocols were created around the four objectives driving the study to
serve the purpose of guiding the interview process. If a participant decided to elaborate on an
experience from the DELTA program, I allowed deviation from the protocol if the participant
believed that the information would provide additional relevant content for analysis. I viewed the
interviews as a collaboration, where the participant and I approached equality in questioning,
interpreting, and reporting (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The interviews were recorded using a voicerecording application on my mobile phone. Completed interviews were uploaded onto my
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computer located in a locked office on campus of NC State to ensure database security and
integrity (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam, 2009). During the interviews, I took notes to capture
any reactions, thoughts, or important facial expressions provided by the participants. I then typed
these notes as observer comments into interview transcriptions.
Data Analysis
I began organizing data after the first interview was conducted by reading through
observer comments and the participants’ answers to the interview questions. After each
interview, I uploaded the interview to Temi, an online audio-to-text transcription service. Then I
read the interview transcription while simultaneously listening to the interview audio file. I
edited, corrected, or filled in inaudible blanks of transcription for each interview (Merriam,
2009). I then typed the observer comments into interview transcriptions. I removed any
identifying information of participants from the interview transcripts such as names of
participants, schools where the participants currently worked or previously worked, or names of
the administration where the participants currently or previously worked. I then gave each
participant a pseudonym to protect individual confidentiality (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam,
2009). Once all interviews were complete, I prepared for data analysis.
I began data analysis by combing the interviewing transcripts into their respective
participant groups: (a) traditionally licensed high school teachers, (b) traditionally licensed
middle school teachers, (c) alternatively licensed high school teachers, and (d) alternatively
licensed middle school teachers. I decided to analyze each group separately based on their
individual experiences. While reading transcribed interviews, I underlined the interviewer and
interviewee lines with different colors to differentiate the dialogue to assist me during analysis. I
also started making memos while reading the transcriptions (Saldaña, 2013). Writing memos on
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transcripts helps with the initial coding process (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 187). To begin the
evaluation process, I started making additional memos, noting key concepts, and writing ideas
that would help me establish a detailed description of the overall case study (Creswell & Poth,
2018, p. 193).
Open coding was used during the first round of coding, by writing a word in the margin
of the transcripts that summarized the interviewee’s thoughts or by repeating the exact word(s) of
the participant (Mirriam, 2009). Open coding was completed for all 11 interview transcripts.
After I finished open and axial coding, I met with the peer reviewer to check and compare open
and axial codes. I and the peer reviewer established an intercoder agreement among codes during
this analysis process (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 264).
To organize the open and axial codes, I developed an Excel spreadsheet to better identify
the patterns occurring in the data. I entered all codes and started to create categories while
entering the codes in the spreadsheet. The categories were constructed based on reoccurring
themes within the data (Merriam, 2009). The categories were then condensed into subcategories,
which lead to the emergence of themes. The peer reviewer and I came to a mutual agreement on
codes and themes of the study (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Validity and Reliability
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness refers to the degree of confidence that the findings of the study represent
the participants and their experiences (Dooley, 2007). To establish trustworthiness as discussed
by Lincoln and Guba (1985), I used credibility, authenticity, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. The two lenses I used as strategies for validating the qualitative study were my
lens and the reader’s or reviewer’s lens (Creswell & Poth, 2018):
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As the researcher, I assumed many roles in checking for accuracy in this qualitative
account by employing triangulation and clarifying researcher bias or engaging in reflexivity. I
used the original documents of the 2017-2018 DELTA 1, 2, and 3 program session schedules to
assist in validating the findings. I also disclosed my understanding about the biases, values, and
experiences that I brought to this qualitative study throughout the study so the reader could
understand my position as the researcher.
I included others beyond the study, such as the readers and reviewers, by establishing
external audits and using an external reviewer. The input from these additional parties allowed
me to include a rich and thick description of the data collected. I collaborated with the peer
reviewer on codes and themes. I facilitated auditing by having an external consultant who had no
connection to the study. The external auditor examined the process and the product of this study
by assessing the accuracy. The auditor was a doctoral student in my department who examined
whether the findings, interpretations, and conclusions were supported by the data.
Because the agriculture education community is small, the names of the teachers were
removed after transcription. If there were any details, information, or characteristics in the
transcription that could identify the participants, those were also redacted. As the researcher, I
would also like to note that after completing one of the interviews and ending the recording
session, the interviewee stated that he/she did not tell me the entire reason for leaving his/her
previous job. In the interview, the reason given for leaving the previous job was the feeling of
“no purpose.” The interviewee gave additional details, which the interviewee indicated he/she
would like to remain confidential, related to leaving his/her previous position. To protect the
interviewee’s privacy and to honor the participant’s request, those details are not included in this
study.
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Credibility
Credibility refers to the trustworthiness and plausibility of the research findings (Tracy,
2010). Credibility was achieved by multivocality, which includes multiple and varied voices in
the qualitative report and analysis. I provided space for a variety of opinions throughout the
findings section of this thesis. It was important to not put words in teachers’ mouths, but to
represent each of their viewpoints. I also expressed the viewpoints that diverged with those of the
majority in this study. Tracy (2010) suggested that multivocality can be achieved through intense
collaboration with a participant, even engaging in friendships as a type of participant
collaboration. Having open-ended interview protocols helped influence the participant and
researcher “collaboration” environment.
I also provided credibility to the study by performing peer review. A peer reviewer is an
external check by a person familiar with the research (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I chose a fellow
graduate student as my peer reviewer because this individual is familiar with the research, the
DELTA program, and the agriculture field. By having a fellow graduate student peer review,
debriefing of the data and research process kept the researcher honest. The peer reviewer had a
background in qualitative research along with a background in agriculture education. The peer
reviewer asked questions about methods, meaning, and interpretations. After independently
analyzing the qualitative data, the peer reviewer and I then met to compare our findings. The
peer reviewer and I developed a shared understanding of codes to create a codebook that was
stable and represented the coding analysis of the major codes. The codebook was not for
verification but for an increase of understanding (see Appendix H).
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Transferability
Transferability is grounded in adequate description; therefore, it is imperative that the
data be provided by those who know them best (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Dooley, 2007). I
established transferability by generating a rich, thick description. Generating a rich description
allows the readers to make decisions regarding transferability by describing in detail the teachers
and settings under study (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Mirriam, 2009). I
provided multiple interconnected details surrounding the context and time of the study in order to
provide a thick and rick description. In order to generate strong meaning of the study and specify
important quotes along with details of an interview with a teacher, I revisited the raw data after
they were collected to further add descriptions that could be helpful during analysis (Creswell &
Poth, 2018).
Dependability and Confirmability
Dependability forces the qualitative researcher to embrace the question of whether the
findings of the study are consistent with the data collected (Merriam, 1995). I conducted
interviews and collected original DELTA program documents from the DELTA program leaders
such as the program objectives, 2017-2018 program session schedules, 2017-2019 DELTA
program attendees and program completers, and the DELTA program marketing
information/bulletin sent to the attendees and their administrators. I used these multiple sources
to triangulate the study and establish dependability and confirmability.
Triangulation, a method used to demonstrate dependability, ensures consistency by
multiple methods such as interviews, peer review, and documents collected (Creswell & Poth,
2018; Merriam, 2009). Triangulation was established by locating evidence on the 2018-2020
program session schedules, employing a peer reviewer to analyze participant responses, and
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employing an external auditor to assess accuracy (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This auditor had no
connection to the study and is a current doctoral student in my department. He examined whether
the findings, interpretations, and conclusions were supported by the data. The external auditor
examined the codes, subthemes, and themes of the account to assess the accuracy and their
alignment with the research questions. The auditor also examined the codebook established and
agreed upon the researcher and the peer reviewer (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Researcher Reflexivity
My social position is a 23-year-old white and female North Carolinian. I am a third
generation NC State agriculture education graduate. My grandfather was the first person in our
family who attended NC State.
When I entered high school, my mother became my agriculture education teacher and my
FFA advisor. When it was time for me to choose a college to attend, I automatically chose NC
State because that is where most of my family attended. In 2018, I graduated from NC State with
a Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture Education just as my mother did.
Every agriculture education program is different. Agriculture education programs are
supposed to follow the three-circle model, but how agriculture teachers follow the model and
deliver their content can be completely different. I learned this from my student teaching
experience in my undergraduate degree program. Agricultural education programs are taught by
one, two, three, or four teachers. Some programs are mainly horticulture and have huge plant
sales. Other programs are focused on animal science and have a barn on campus with horses,
cows, lambs, and goats. Agriculture teachers in a middle school may have few or no agriculture
facilities at all. A teacher in this research study summed it up the best: “Just because we have the
same curriculum, it is okay that one teacher teaches it this way and one teacher teaches it that
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way. Because a lot of times, as new teachers we think we’ve got to do it by the book, you
know?” (ALMS3)
I feel that I am both an insider and an outsider. I am an insider because I in a way am
part of the topic being investigated and because I am a licensed teacher. I am also an outsider
because I am not part of the group being studied and because I have not participated in DELTA.
What makes me an insider is that my mother was my high school agriculture education teacher,
and I completed an agriculture education degree at NC State University (NC State). However, I
am an outsider because I have not completed the DELTA program, but I have knowledge about
the field. I may be entering the study with a slight degree of bias because I have previously
examined some quantitative data from prior program sessions that indicated some of the research
questions included in this study. At the end of every DELTA session, the program facilitators
pass out a sheet for the participants to reflect on what they learned, rank sessions on what helped
them, provide comments, and suggest areas of improvement. For the last 2 years, I have been
entering this quantitative data into a spreadsheet for the program facilitators and university
personnel.
I also have some friends who are agriculture teachers who completed the DELTA
program and related their experiences about it to me. The consequence of this affiliation is that
these friends already shared their experiences of the DELTA program with me. They had already
informed me that attending the program seemed “pointless” because, as licensed participants, the
information was repetitive for them. However, as a researcher I thought my friends could have
been narrow-minded in viewing the program as “pointless.” Some sessions may have been
“pointless” for them to attend, but the networking aspect is not pointless. I also wondered what
other licensed participants thought of the program, especially alternatively licensed participants,
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as they did not participate in a preservice program. As a result, the viewpoints and opinions of
my friends that the DELTA program was “pointless” affected my lenses as I entered and
conducted the study. However, these viewpoints and opinions also widened my lenses when
interviewing the alternatively licensed participants because I was so curious about their
perceptions of the program. One of those friends was my first interviewee.
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CHAPTER 4
Introduction
Chapter 4 outlines the findings and reports of this case study. This analysis is presented in
a story-like fashion to help make a detailed description of the case and its setting for the readers
(Creswell & Poth, 2019). In order to achieve this narrative, I devoted a significant amount of
time revisiting raw data after data collection to add further descriptions such as contextual
descriptions to make it helpful for the analysis. The findings of the study are results of an
instrumental case study that facilitates understanding of the challenges expressed by DELTA
participants who have completed the program within the past 2 years. A further goal of the study
is to record and examine the challenges expressed by DELTA participants and their overall
perceptions and effectiveness of DELTA that can later be used to improve the DELTA program.
The five research questions guiding this study are the following.
Research Questions
1. What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed
beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
2. What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and high school
versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
3. How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
4. What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA, and what did
they find of value?
5. How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and learnings in their
classrooms?
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Participants (Teachers)
The bounded system created for this case study was that (a) teachers had to be either a
traditionally licensed or alternatively licensed high school or middle school agriculture education
teacher, (b) teachers had to have completed the DELTA program within the last 2 years, (c)
licensed teachers had to be previous graduates of NC State’s preservice program, and (d)
teachers had to be within 5 hours’ driving distance of NC State. Each group was given a
pseudonym to protect individual confidentiality.
Within the licensed high school teacher group, these teachers entered teaching agriculture
immediately after graduating and receiving their teaching license. Three of these interviews were
conducted in person and one was conducted via Zoom call. Participants in this group are referred
to as HS1, HS2, HS3, and HS4.
The alternatively licensed high school teacher group consist of two participants. Both
interviews were conducted via Zoom call in consideration of participants’ schedules. One
interview was conducted during a participant’s lunch break and the other interview was conducted
on a Sunday afternoon. Participants in this group are referred to as ALHS2 and ALHS3.
The licensed middle school teacher group consisted of one teacher. This interview was
conducted in person in the teacher’s classroom. This teacher is referred to as MS1.
Finally, the alternatively licensed middle school teacher group consisted of four teachers.
Two teachers received a bachelor’s degree from NC State University and the other two teachers
received a bachelor’s degree from a university located outside of North Carolina. Three
interviews were conducted in person at each teacher’s school and one interview was conducted
via Zoom call over Christmas break in consideration of the teacher’s schedule. This participant
group is referred to as ALMS1, ALMS2, ALMS3, and ALMS4.
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Discussion of Themes and Subthemes
This analysis produced 8 themes, 24 subthemes, and 371 codes. The eight themes were
beginning experiences, concerns with teaching, beginning teacher opportunities and resources,
preservice experiences, recruitment of DELTA, importance of program networking, participants’
overall perceptions of DELTA, and integrating DELTA concepts and/or practices [program
integration].
Table 1:
Emergent Themes and Subthemes Related to the Research Objectives of the Study
RQ 1: What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed beginning
teachers with the DELTA program?
Theme 1: Beginning Experiences
Classroom Concerns
School Concerns
Theme 2: Concerns with Teaching
School Opportunities
Class Opportunities and Confidence going into Teaching
Middle School Needs
Theme 3: Beginning Teacher Opportunities and Resources
RQ 2: What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and high school
versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
Theme 4: Preservice Experiences
Backgrounds and Previous Experiences
Reasons for Leaving Previous Job
Undergraduate Degree Program
Experiences as an Agriculture Educator
RQ 3: How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
Theme 5: Recruitment of DELTA
Marketing and/or Advertising of DELTA
Theme 6: Importance of Program Networking
RQ 4: What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA, and what did they
find of value?
Theme 7: Participants’ Overall Perceptions of DELTA
Expectations going into DELTA
Participants’ Overall Positive DELTA Experiences
Participants’ Overall Negative Experiences and Program Improvements
RQ 5: How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and learnings in their
classrooms?
Theme 8: Integrating DELTA Concepts and/or Practices [Program Integration]
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DELTA Lesson or Activity Implemented in the Classroom

RQ 1: What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed
beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
Theme 1: Beginning Experiences
Teachers stated that regardless of whether they attended a preservice program, they still
had concerns about teaching agriculture before they entered the classroom. Teachers mentioned
they felt as though they were lacking curriculum content knowledge. Teachers also expressed
feelings of unpreparedness and feared entering the classroom. From this theme emerged two
subthemes: classroom concerns and school concerns (see Table 1).
Classroom Concerns
This subtheme expresses four overall reoccurring concerns from teachers including
managing the classroom, writing lesson plans and/or curriculum, having sufficient content
knowledge, and lacking facilities. One of the primary concerns teachers expressed that they had
before entering the classroom was classroom management. One licensed high school teacher
stated,
I was concerned about class management to begin with, but I feel like class management
is something that I have to learn, but every teacher has to learn it on their own because
there is tons of different class management things where I can tell you what they did and
how everything worked. However, classroom management for me was something that I
had to learn on my own.
Other teachers commented along the same lines. HS3 stated, “My biggest concern was
classroom management.” Even middle school teachers struggled with classroom management.
One middle school teacher, ALMS1, stated, “I struggled with classroom management coming
into the middle school program. I feel like classroom management at the high school level’s
going to look a little different than at the middle school level, too.” However, an alternatively
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licensed middle school teacher expressed concern that classroom management was a struggle
even when starting off with high expectations: “The one thing that I did not struggle with was
my classroom management. I think that comes from coming in really stern with a lot of
expectations at the beginning and being consistent with the students” (ALMS3).
The second concern that teachers expressed was writing lesson plans and/or curriculum
for their classes. A few alternatively licensed middle school teachers expressed concern about
writing curricula that fit their program and school schedule. ALMS2 asked, “How do I deliver
the content? I was really concerned about testing, assignments, and lesson plans, and how do you
make all of that work.” Many alternatively licensed teachers experienced little guidance to assist
with curriculum, especially if they were middle school teachers. One middle school teacher
lamented, “Since they kind of created the middle school position for me, I had to figure out what
I was going to do because nobody here knew what I should do. So, I rewrote my entire
curriculum to align with the grade level core classes” (ALMS2). Another middle school teacher,
ALMS3, started with the standards and had to build their curriculum on their own to make their
lessons fit the middle school level.
I had to build my curriculum from nothing. I had a list of standards and that is all I had.
Yes, there are the Pork Checkoff things that National FFA gives you, but honestly, it is
not appropriate for their age level. The stuff that we have is outdated. I was creating
curriculum for three different classes, three different grade levels from scratch my first
year, and at the time I did not know how to write a lesson plan. That is lateral entry
problems, but it is first-year teacher problems.
Even finding curriculum materials were challenging for some alternatively licensed
teachers. ALMS4 stated, “But my biggest concerns were where to get material from. How to
make it my own. How to put my own twist on it” (ALMS4).
The third concern was lacking content knowledge with the course they were going to
teach. Even traditionally certified teachers who completed agriculture degrees felt a lack of
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competence in content knowledge. One high school teacher summarized this feeling: “I know
one thing that I was worried about was not having enough content knowledge. I think that in ag
ed we get a kind of a mixture, but we don’t get a whole lot of actual content knowledge” (HS2).
Another high school teacher said that he had students assist him in teaching content that he is
still learning. ALHS3 stated,
I am straightforward with them. Hey, I am still learning this, and I will even pull some of
our officers in and have them help out with some lessons and say, “Hey, why don’t y’all
help teach parliamentary procedure,” or whatever it might be (ALHS3).
Middle school teachers mentioned that they felt very overwhelmed and did not
understand the curriculum. ALMS1 stated, “I felt like I didn’t know and understand the
curriculum. It was very, very overwhelming at that time. I felt like I had been far removed from
the agriculture curriculum for so long that it was just really overwhelming.” Another middle
school teacher mentioned their agricultural knowledge, but they felt as though they lacked the
skill of simplifying the knowledge for their students,
It is very hard being a first-year teacher not knowing what you’re doing because you are
not equipped with those skills. Like yes, you have the knowledge and that is why I was
hired. I have the agricultural knowledge to teach this class, but I do not have the ability to
break it down, necessarily to their level (ALMS3).
However, one middle school teacher said their biggest concern was where to get teaching
material. ALMS4 stated, “Do I know the material? Where am I going to get the material from?”
(ALMS4).
The fourth and final concern was the lack of facilities to assist them with implementing
classroom instruction into hands-on activities such as a greenhouse, an animal science barn, or a
simple garden bed outside. ALMS4 stated,
I’ve got that little thing that’s outside of my classroom, a little garden area that we do, but
that’s about it. If I had a space to put somewhere like a greenhouse, I would, even a
smaller greenhouse that was actually not just for your backyard at home, you know, that
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would be cool to have maybe a little place to put animals like a little chicken coop or
something. (ALMS4)
Another middle school teacher said she had asked for a class pet from the county multiple
times because her students are interested in animal science, but her county has denied her every
time. ALMS3 stated,
We do not have any animals. I have tried and tried and tried to get in a class pet. I would
like to have a rabbit just to talk about animal behavior and animal handling. We covered
that material in seventh grade. My kids love it and they get so engrossed in it. However,
my district does not want me to have class pet. Why? Just sadness. So, this is what I got,
computers, a few like plant models that I can use, and a few houseplants in my room.
However, everything on the wall excluding the FFA stuff is things that I bought with my
money. (ALMS3).
In addition, teachers addressed concerns beyond the classroom such as concerns they
were having of the school from which they had just received employment.
School Concerns
This subtheme expresses three overall reoccurring concerns from teachers including
concerns about the school environment and demographics, personal concerns, and views about a
multi- or single-teacher agricultural education program. Teachers expressed concerns they were
feeling about the school environment they were entering as a beginning teacher. A high school
teacher was concerned that the “demographic at their school was unlike your typical Ag Ed
program” (HS1). HS1 stated, “The main thing I was concerned about was the demographic at my
school being unlike your typical Ag Ed program and how I was going to approach that
considering I came from your typical Ag Ed program.” Another high school teacher was also
concerned about teaching at their school because they were not from the area. One traditionally
licensed high school teacher expressed his concerns for entering his new job as a horticultural
metaphor. HS4 stated,
The Western, even though Ag Ed is the same across the state, going, from the East to the
far West was a very different culture of just ag teachers and the teachers around here.
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They are career teachers and they are in it for the long haul. This past year, like four or
five of them retired just within the region. Me coming up here, I am kind of like a
transplant now the true Western North Carolinian. That really does not get affected by the
prep at NC State. That’s just more of a personal thing.
The second concern was teachers having their own personal concerns entering their new
job. A licensed high school teacher was concerned because the program they were entering had
teacher turnover every year within the past 4 years. HS2 stated,
“I learned so much as an ag teacher. As an FFA advisor, I wanted to be able to take what
I had learned even if it was only in 3 years, come, and build the program back up here. Cause
there had been so much turnover. I was the fourth horticulture teacher in 4 years. I just wanted to
come back and spread the knowledge.”
A middle school teacher mentioned her concern was she did not want to teach middle school
because of her middle school experiences. ALMS2 stated,
I hated middle school. I did not like middle school. So being a middle school teacher, I
had a lot of bad experiences, personally. At first, I was like, I don’t know about this, but
now that I’m split between middle and high school, middle school is my jam.
The third concern was teachers’ views on being part of a multi or single teacher
agricultural education program. Some teachers liked being in a multiteacher program because
they had mentors, had other agriculture teachers to help with FFA activities and events, and
shared the campus facilities upkeep. HS1 stated,
We have animals on campus, everyone was really supportive, and I was excited about
having coteachers that I wasn’t doing this on my own. If I was on my own, I feel like I
would’ve had more concerns, but being in a multiteacher program that helped me a lot.
Another high school teacher mentioned that she and the other coteachers helped each other
continue learning: “I knew the other three teachers I’d be with would help me and I’d help them
learn too” (HS2). A middle school teacher expressed that the difference in high school and
middle school is only that high school programs have multiteacher programs. MS1 stated, “One
of the biggest differences with middle school and high school is that all middle school teachers,
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at least that I know of, are one-teacher programs and most of the high schools are multiple
teachers.”
In addition, teachers addressed concerns beyond the classroom and the school. Teachers
mentioned concerns they had once they entered the classroom and started teaching. They also
mentioned opportunities they did or did not receive once they started teaching.
Theme 2: Concerns with Teaching
Teachers stated concerns and/or opportunities they were looking forward to when
entering their first-year teaching. The licensed teachers felt very confident entering their
beginning year of teaching, but they were nervous about being the primary person in charge.
From this theme emerged three subthemes: school opportunities, class opportunities and
confidence going into teaching, and middle school needs (see Table 1).
School Opportunities
This subtheme expresses three overall reoccurring opportunities from teachers including
building relationships, professional development, and having a supportive community. Teachers
said they were excited to build relationships with their students, fellow teachers, and the
administration in their new school. HS3 stated,
I’m at the point now where the kids that I started teaching as freshman are getting ready
to graduate. That’s been one of the coolest things I think was building those relationships
with students, especially in Ag Ed because we do so much with the kids outside of class
time.
Meeting fellow teachers and seeking assistants would help beginning teachers overcome
any situation. ALHS2 stated,
I was meeting new people. I was fortunate to have another Ag Ed teacher who had been
teaching for 12, 13 years, I think it was at the time. She helped me out a lot. [Name] used
to be an Ag teacher as well, but she went into administration. She helped me out
tremendously as well. So that helped me overcome a lot of stressful situations.
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A middle school teacher said that she was excited about meeting new people within the
teaching profession and inspiring students that “maybe don’t really like school, don’t really
enjoy school” (ALMS1). Along with all the passion, one middle school participant expressed
their frustration with not being able to see their hard work or “fruits of their labor” because they
are a “steppingstone” to high school agriculture education:
I will say that middle school is very difficult because you don’t see your end result. In
high school, you can see that kid get into college. You can see that kid get a job. You can
see that kid get on a piece of equipment and run it like they’re the teacher. We do not get
to see those things. In middle school you are just a steppingstone. (ALMS3)
The second opportunity to which teachers were looking forward was professional
development events/workshops. A middle school teacher said she “was looking forward to the
professional development within her beginning teacher program in the county she was teaching”
(MS1). A high school teacher said she liked to attend conferences to “involve herself and to be a
constant learner” (HS2).
The third opportunity to which teachers were looking forward was having a supportive
administration, supportive CTE director, and supportive community. MS1 stated, “I have a lot of
support from my administration. They are here to back teachers up and help them with anything
that is going on, anything they need. I think that’s really important to find.” A high school
teacher mentioned that he had a supportive principal. ALHS2 stated,
We don’t have animals on campus, don’t really have a lot of room to expand and put
animals on campus. The principal she has been trying to help us find a place so we can
have some type of animal on campus for the animal science classes. We have many
people in the community that are willing to help.
For some teachers having support from family, community, or administration made their
transition into teaching easier. A middle school teacher expressed how her CTE director was a
great mentor for her when she entered her beginning year of teaching. ALMS1 stated,
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“Our CTE director or one of our CT specialists at the time was a former Ag teacher and
basically took me under her wing and was the first person who mentored me. She would
say, you’ve got this, you know this.”
In addition to school opportunities there were also class opportunities and feeling of confidence
that the participant expressed when entering their beginning year of teaching agricultural
education.
Class Opportunities and Confidence Going Into Teaching
This subtheme expresses two reoccurring opportunities: classroom confidence and
opportunities. A high school teacher (HS2) said, “I stressed myself out so much with student
teaching. I think I was just ready for my first year of teaching to be on my own and kind of
learn.” HS1 stated that teaching the curriculum she wanted was what made her confident and her
beginning year teaching enjoyable. “I was really excited about getting to teach and teaching the
curriculum that I wanted. I wanted to teach animal science and I was glad that that’s what I did
end up getting to teach” (HS1). Another high school teacher ensured how confident he was going
into his first-year teaching because he received a job offer at the school where he was currently
student teaching. HS4 stated, “I taught here at this [school name] and was lucky enough to be
offered a job because one of the teachers was retiring” (HS4). However, even though this teacher
was confident going into teaching he said he learned from his mistakes. HS4 stated,
I really didn’t have any kind of exposure to how do you maintain the inventory in the
shop, as far as building materials, metal materials, hardware, stuff like that. That has been
a very slow learning process. I started off my first year just sourcing pallets from local
feed store and using that for the wood.
Alternatively licensed teachers mentioned that they were looking forward to their
teaching jobs because of the job security, teacher benefits, and setting their own schedule.
ALHS2 stated, “I was looking forward to the challenge to get to do something new. Set my own
pace, set my own schedule, and not having to worry about whether I was working or not. In the
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[business] if it is raining you cannot work.” Another alternatively licensed teacher was excited
because the school was close to his house and the agriculture teacher before him had been using
his farm for FFA CDE team trainings. ALHS3 stated,
[School] is actually close to my house and I had a friend that taught Ag for about, I think
he finished at 40 years. I knew he retired. He was like look; when I retire, you can slide
over into the Ag position. He always brought his dairy judging kids to me and I always
worked with him. It was kind of a natural fit for me to go there because I knew there was
a position going to be open in a few years.
In addition to teachers expressing class opportunities and the confidence they felt going into
teaching, middle school teachers expressed certain needs that they had entering their beginning
year.
Middle School Needs
This subtheme expressed two overall reoccurring needs from middle school teachers:
their new position and program, and the lack of universal curriculum. The middle school teachers
in this study expressed concerns they were feeling when entering their beginning year of
teaching. Teachers mentioned concerns about teaching middle school students because
agriculture education in middle school is new to some schools in North Carolina. ALMS3 stated,
“This was a brand-new program. I was able to start fresh, starting from the ground up, chartered
an FFA that year and got students excited, had some visitors from the state FFA come and just
talk to the classroom.” The middle school teachers licensed and alternatively licensed mentioned
that they built their FFA chapter from the ground up and it has been an overwhelming process
while trying to grasp the classroom and SAE portion. ALMS2 stated, “Most of your middle
school teachers are taking over a really new program where nothing’s been established, or they
have to charter their own.” One middle school teacher expressed how she wanted to create the
same opportunities for her students as she received when she was a student in her FFA program.
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When I talked to the state staff and saw their membership records for the past 5 years, the
most numbers they had were five and that was the welding team. For me, I thought these
kids are missing out because I knew all the opportunities I had. That is what I was excited
about; I was excited to get the kids excited as I used to be. (ALMS2)
The second concern that teachers expressed was lack of a universal curriculum for the
middle school level teachers. There is a high school level curriculum written for all the
agriculture education courses offered in North Carolina. This curriculum is available for all the
current North Carolina teachers on the state’s FFA website under teacher resources. However,
there is no curriculum posted on the state website for middle school teachers. As stated earlier by
ALMS3, “There are the Pork Checkoff lessons provided by the National FFA” but she continued
by saying that the Pork Checkoff curriculum was outdated. Another middle school participant
said she printed off all the Pork Checkoff lesson plans and examples. ALMS2 said,
I printed every single one of them and put them in a binder it’s like a thousand pages.
However, when I had that moment, I do not know what the hell I’m doing. I do not know
how to do this. I had that binder to use and be like: This is what we are going to do. Or
even using those to kind of create my own was very beneficial.
Teachers wanted resources and curriculum but expressed that it would be hard to create a
universal curriculum. ALMS2 stated, “I think the hardest part is that there can’t be a universal
middle school curriculum because you’ve got teachers that teach 6 or 9 weeks, or they rotate
every other day. I’m all year long.” MS1 expressed her concern entering her school year with AB
scheduling:
We have an “A” day and then a “B” day. I have longer class periods, which I love. That’s
probably something so different that I was terrified about coming into this new position
here, but I actually ended up loving.
From this study, I learned that all the middle school teachers wrote their own curriculum
to tailor to their classes and schedules.
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Theme 3: Beginning Teacher Opportunities and Resources
Teachers stated opportunities that were very helpful within their first few years of
teaching. This theme expresses two overall reoccurring opportunities for teachers, including
resources and professional development.
The professional development that teachers mentioned was helpful to them was the North
Carolina Agriculture Teachers Association (NCATA), a professional organization devoted to the
agriculture teachers of North Carolina. This organization provides professional development
opportunities and peer support for their members. A few teachers in this research study are
members of the NCATA. HS4 stated how the NCATA runs their professional development topic
choices: “In NCATA we have a Midwinter Conference and we’re allowed the opportunity to
submit some workshop ideas or topics, and later we register our first and second preferences.”
HS2 stated that explaining the importance of professional organizations or also going to
professional development outside of DELTA and summer conference to beginning teachers was
important.
One teacher mentioned NC Owls Who Give a Hoot, which is an online Facebook group
for North Carolina agriculture education teachers. The private Facebook group is a resource that
many participants use for sharing curriculum, laboratory activities, and PowerPoints. ALHS2
stated, “NC Owls Who Give a Hoot. Amazing. Teachers are very helpful. We have to help out in
any way possible.”
Research Question 2: What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and
high school versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
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Theme 4: Preservice Experiences
Teachers expressed a variety of experiences, but what connected all of them was their
passion, drive, and enjoyment of sharing their knowledge of agriculture with their students. The
licensed teachers in this study went through a preservice program and graduated from NC State.
They were therefore exposed to the structure and knowledge of making lesson plans,
accommodating diverse learners, making course calendars, the need for laboratory safety plans,
and previous teaching experience.
On the other hand, the alternatively licensed teachers have industry experiences and life
lessons they can easily apply to curriculum to engage students. Alternatively licensed teachers do
not receive the preservice curriculum they need as a teacher, such as writing lesson plans, writing
measurable objectives, and accommodating diverse learners. ALMS3 stated,
The curriculum part and lesson plans and knowing where to start, knowing how much
time to give for a project. Like I’d assign a project and we’d get 2 days into it and I’m
like, wow, this is a 4-day project and we’d get to fourth day and they were not done yet.
From the following theme emerged four subthemes: backgrounds and previous
experiences, reasons for leaving previous job, undergraduate degree program, and experiences as
an agriculture educator.
Backgrounds and Previous Experiences
All the licensed teachers in this study graduated from NC State’s agriculture education
preservice program and entered teaching as soon as they graduated. However, one licensed high
school teacher mentioned that they wished they had had more hands-on experiences and
internships during college so that they could apply personal stories and background knowledge
to their animal science curriculum.
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I know how to teach my subject, but it would help to have more stories and personal
experiences to be able to share. It’s not mandatory to do a summer internship in the
industry, but maybe that is something that should be pushed. (HS2)
The alternatively licensed teachers came from a variety of backgrounds and
undergraduate degree programs, but they all had agriculture industry experience. Although these
teachers come from different backgrounds, they have different experiences that make them
stronger in certain areas. For example, one alternatively licensed teacher felt very confident in
accommodating multiple learners in his classroom because of his background. ALHS2 stated,
There are a wide variety of students in my class. I have extended content students, OCS,
and other students with different accommodations. I have ELL students and I have top 10
students in the class. It ranges from a big difference between students, differentiating
education, and the way you teach.
Another alternatively licensed teacher has a background in industry and coaches a team at
his school. This gave him the confidence in classroom management and tackling multiple CDE
teams. However, the teacher’s strong classroom management skills led to the guidance
department taking advantage of those skills, and their ability to just place students in his classes.
ALHS3 stated,
I’m a pretty good disciplinarian. However, I feel like my classroom sometimes becomes a
dumping ground for our guidance department. You know there is nothing better when
you get classes of kids who really want to be there and really want to learn, but there is
nothing worse than when you get classrooms where they really do not want to be there
and they really do not care if they learn. It makes me do a poor job. I feel like I did my
worst job teaching just because they were unmotivated, so I was unmotivated.
Reasons for Leaving Previous Job
This subtheme expressed two overall reoccurring reasons for teachers leaving their
previous job, which includes lack of personal life and support. During the licensed teacher
interviews, a few teachers mentioned teaching at a previous school, and now being at their
current school, which probed me to ask the licensed teacher why they left their previous school.
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A licensed middle school teacher mentioned leaving her previous school because she had no
administrative support and feeling burnt out her first year. MS1 stated, “I felt like I just needed a
fresh start, I already was kind of feeling burnt out and I don’t, didn’t think I should feel that way
at the end of my first year of teaching.” Another licensed teacher reported leaving their previous
school because they had no personal life and a job position became open at the high school
located near their family. HS2 stated,
I taught at my previous school for 3 years and I was asked to come back to this school
where I went to high school. However, I really liked the school I was at previously. The
only, I think reason I chose to come back here was I did not have a personal life.
However, I had made friends with my coworkers, only the other Ag teachers, parents and
students. I did not have any friends my own age, and the previous school was not located
near my friends and family.
Alternatively licensed teachers mentioned reasons they had left their previous job. For
example, relocated to North Carolina, not finding purpose in their previous job, or seeking job
security. ALMS2 stated,
I worked for the [Gov. Position] then, I worked for the [state position] then, we moved to
North Carolina. Being in [town], we are far away from everything. So, I applied to be a
substitute teacher, and then the superintendent saw my resume and my transcripts and
said, you need to come down here and talk to us.
ALMS3 said she left her previous job because she “wasn’t finding her purpose,” so she decided
she wanted to go into the classroom. An alternatively licensed high school teacher said left his
extension job and decided to go into teaching but did not have a great experience at his first
school. He stated that he left his previous school because his CTE director was not giving him
the budget that he could work with for the year, and the CTE director kept filling out waivers
against him so he would not get his 12-month employment. ALHS2 stated,
Since I was the second agriculture teacher, they filed a waiver [explained below] on me
every year coming back to 10 months. First year they filed it, which was my second year
teaching they did it when I left in May. I was planning to come back July, starting the
new school year as a 12-month employee. [State staff] called me and asked me if I knew
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that my CTE director had filed a waiver on me and it was like, “No, I had no clue.” They
did not even acknowledge they filed a waiver, only because they denied it. The CTE
director told me, “Every year we are going to file a waiver.” They rather made me feel
like, “Okay, they could care less if I am here or not.”
In North Carolina, all agricultural education teachers at the high school level shall be
employed for 12 calendar months. However, local boards of education may apply for a waiver to
this law. There are three options local school boards can choose as the reasons for requesting a
waiver for 2019-2020 and beyond: 1) the teacher requests less than 12 month employment, 2) the
school district does not have sufficient resources to employ the agricultural education teacher for
12 months, or 3) poor performance of the teacher during the previous school year (North
Carolina FFA Association, 2019).
In addition, teachers addressed experiences beyond their previous job experiences.
Teachers also addressed their undergraduate degree program, how it related to the DELTA
program, and how it assisted them in their beginning year of teaching.
Undergraduate Degree Program
This subtheme expresses two reoccurring experiences among teachers: the DELTA
program information was repetitive, and the program was different. The licensed high school
teachers reported that the DELTA program contained the same information as their
undergraduate degree program at NC State, but it was condensed. HS1 said the DELTA program
content was “exactly the same” and “word for word.” However, HS2 said that the repetitive
information was “a great refresh.” The licensed middle school teacher reported that there were
sessions that were repeaters. MS1 stated,
Some of the sessions were very similar to what we did in class and then some more new
and fresh if it was coming from some of the teachers that are still teaching that came in
and led some sessions.
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The alternatively licensed teachers reported that the DELTA program was different from
their undergraduate degree programs. However, teachers mentioned the connection of being
currently enrolled in the LEAP courses, and the DELTA program was great because it helped
implement the LEAP course content into hands-on learning during some of the DELTA sessions.
ALMS1 stated,
Luckily for me, I was doing the lateral entry program and DELTA at the same time. A lot
of the stuff that we were doing through the LEAP, the class I was taking, the lateral entry
were, you know, paralleled exactly what we were learning through the LEAP program.
So that worked very well. I got the opportunity and I had to personally meet some of the
professors there.
Another alternatively licensed teacher connected the DELTA program with her undergraduate
degree program and responsibilities as an FFA state officer. ALMS3 stated,
I do feel like with my leadership degree, because if you look at the agricultural science
breakdown, you’ve got a lot of leadership classes in there, a lot of communication classes
in there. I feel like that can be used towards being in the classroom as well as the contentbased thing.
An alternative licensed middle school teacher in this study majored in agriculture
education and completed a preservice program but did not receive his teaching license. He went
to a university that is located out of state. He graduated from the university, relocated to North
Carolina, and did not apply for a teaching licensed in North Carolina. He worked for 3 years in
the agriculture industry, decided to apply for a teaching license, and was denied. After he was
denied the first time, he received his teaching license using the alternate pathway. ALMS3
mentioned,
I went through the whole program, me and my wife. I graduated at the same time, same
degree. She applied for a license. She got it, I applied 3 years later or 4 years later and
they denied me. So that was, that was another thing. I was really, you know, questioning,
why was I denied for a license if I got the same degree she has? But it all worked out.
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Experiences as an Agriculture Educator
This subtheme expresses three overall reoccurring experiences described by teachers in
their classrooms. These three experiences were the presence of everyday “organized chaos,” the
feeling of being “overwhelmed,” and the sense of their teaching efforts being “worth it.” One of
the primary experiences was “organized chaos.” HS3 stated, “I love teaching Ag. Organized
chaos would be a great way to describe the past 3 1/2 years, but it’s fun.” ALMS4 gave a more
descriptive reasoning of why his classroom is organized chaos:
If you come into my classroom on any day, you’d see organized chaos. I guess you could
say organized chaos. Um, but it works. You get a bunch of kids that cry on you for no
reason because their boyfriend broke up with them and it is the end of the world.
Especially here, you have a bunch of poverty kids, so you might have kids that are just
hungry all the time and just want something to eat and then they ask you for anything to
eat. Cause they just get hungry. They do not get a meal at nighttime. Um, you’ll see a
bunch of, you better know Spanish a little bit because you have a bunch of Hispanics here
and they’ll just start talking to each other in Spanish. It is a good classroom. It is fun, it is
exciting and then some days just suck. They know you get those days that you do not
want to be here, and you still got to fake it ‘til you make it.
The second experience described as experiences of an agriculture teacher was feeling of
being “overwhelmed”. ALMS3 said teaching agriculture as an alternatively licensed teacher was
“Overwhelming, tough, a learning curve. I would say I have grown a lot. Growth would be
another one. Growth for sure.” HS2 said of her teaching experience, “It’s been all over the place,
but I have enjoyed it completely. I have gone from one extreme to another. I was go, go, go, go,
go my first 3 years. And I loved it.” Middle school teachers expressed challenges of having large
class sizes and not knowing how to plan for the short amount of time each period which lead to
them feeling overwhelmed. ALMS1 said, “You have 36 kids and you’ve got 35 minutes to teach
them about Ag.”
The third experience teachers described being an agriculture educator was “worth it.”
Despite each teachers’ challenges, their passion for the students and teaching agriculture made it
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“worth it.” ALHS 2 said, “It’s got its ups and downs, but I love it. I love the students, the
teachers, and the principal. He is awesome.” ALMS1 mentioned how she still struggles in the
classroom, but her students’ enjoyment makes her job worth it.
I definitely love what I do. The classroom management is still kind of a struggle, with
large classes, but I do love what I do. I see how excited they are for it, how much the kids
enjoy it, especially if we do lab activities, hands on stuff, or working outside. It’s just
kind of working within the constraints of what we have to get a program that works.
HS4 stated, “Love it. You could pay me million dollars to take it away and you probably will not
be able to pay me one dollar whenever I retired to do it one more day. Every day is so different.”
Research Question 3: How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
Theme 5: Recruitment of DELTA
Teachers stated they were recruited for the DELTA program by an email list serve, their
CTE director, or a state staff member. DELTA is advertised through an email list serve by the
North Carolina state staff and NC State agricultural education faculty who help implement
DELTA. The advertisement of DELTA consists of an email that includes a short description
blurb about DELTA, a list of dates of when each DELTA session will be held (see Appendix H),
and the registration sheet for the participant to print and fill out (see Appendix I). The email list
serve consists of state staff and agriculture education teachers across the state. From this theme
emerged one subtheme: marketing and/or advertising of DELTA.
Marketing and/or Advertising of DELTA
This subtheme expresses two overall reoccurring instances, including how teachers
received information of the DELTA program and misconceptions of the program’s requirements.
Teachers of the study reported a variety of ways that they had received information on the
DELTA program through their instructional specialist, their CTE director, their regional
licensing center, and an email. HS1 said,
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The instructional specialist started sending me information, “Here’s your DELTA dates,
make sure you fill out registration forms, make sure you do this by this date and get this
turned in too.”. My instructional specialist got me more information on it. Then the NC
FFA updates sent out emails about upcoming DELTA stuff.
Alternatively licensed teachers were informed that the DELTA program was required for
them to attend because it completed their 40-hour induction requirement. ALHS3 said, “The
regional licensing center, they required that I go to DELTA as an induction, you know, process.”
The misconception of the program requirements was that alternatively licensed teachers
knew the DELTA program was a requirement; however, a few counties required the program for
licensed teachers as well. MS1 said, “Somebody sent out an email saying it was mandatory, we
had to do it within the first 3 years.” Licensed teachers expressed concern that the DELTA
program was only for alternatively licensed teachers, and that is why most of the participants of
the DELTA program consisted of alternatively licensed teachers. HS4 said,
I know I was a licensed teacher and went through the teacher prep program and I knew
that DELTA was for, it really benefited those that were alternatively licensed hadn’t had
any experiences like that, but for some reason I felt like I had to go.
One teacher mentioned her CTE director thought DELTA was for only alternatively
licensed teachers, which led to HS2 not completing the program. HS2 said,
So, I didn’t complete the program. My CTE director had realized or she thought that it
was geared towards the lateral entry teachers; it was part of that 40-hour induction
process. So, I don’t think she approved for me to go do the second part.
A licensed teacher noted that the DELTA program does not count toward their points that
they have to complete for 12-month employment (see Appendix J). This teacher recommended
that the program should count toward their points.
Theme 6: Importance of Program Networking
Teachers stated they were happy to meet and network with other teachers participating in
the DELTA program. ALHS3 stated, “I really liked the interaction with other Ag teachers. It was
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a good way to collaborate and get ideas from other new Ag teachers.” The DELTA program
provides opportunities for its participants to interact with other participants, state staff, university
faculty, and lead teachers at each DELTA. For the two programs held at the NC FFA Center, on
the second night there is a dinner followed by a game night meant for teachers to network and
build rapport before professional development sessions that will be held the following 2 days.
HS2 said, “It’s a good time to network and get activities and really cool lessons and things like
that from more experienced teachers.” A licensed high school teacher had a great perspective on
networking with alternatively licensed teachers. HS2 said,
I could share with the people in the room some of my experiences because you know, we
were from different backgrounds and we had gotten to our career in a different way. It is
good to be able to share different perspectives. At times, it might be better to be a lateral
entry teacher because you do have more real-world experience in your area.
With North Carolina being so widespread, unless teachers go to summer conference or
State FFA convention they will not have the opportunity to network with other teachers. HS4
stated, “Just the networking aspect of her and I bouncing ideas off each other, even to this day,
it’s something that wouldn’t have happened if I didn’t have, you know participated in DELTA.”
Teachers mentioned they enjoyed collaborating with other agriculture teachers, getting
new ideas, and sharing content. ALHS3 said, “I really liked the interaction with other ag
teachers. It was a good way to collaborate and get ideas from new Ag teachers and also from
ones that helped put on the DELTA program.” ALMS1 mentioned that she enjoyed forming new
friendships and relationships with other Ag teachers: “I still connect with them today and share
resources and experiences.” For ALMS3, the main enjoyment of DELTA was the networking:
“The networking experience because we got to see the folks who were teaching out next teachers
and we were seeing who was implementing our curriculum or like changing our curriculum.”
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Research Question 4: What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of
DELTA, and what did they find of value?
Theme 7: Participants’ Overall Perceptions of DELTA
Teachers described topics for which they sought help from DELTA when struggling in
the classroom setting. From this theme emerged three subthemes: expectations going into
DELTA, DELTA overall positives experiences, and DELTA overall negative experiences (see
Table 1).
Expectations going into DELTA
The licensed middle school teacher began to elaborate, which she had not been doing
earlier in the interview. MS1 said,
Balancing your FFA, SAE, and your curriculum all together as one. So, all the CDEs that
people want us to get involved in as middle school teachers, it is hard to do all of them
being a one-teacher program. Trying to figure out how to do an SAE with middle school
students, because I am struggling on that.
Most of the alternatively licensed teachers entered DELTA with expectations. ALHS2 said,
It had been since 2001 since I had any dealings with FFA, and SAE had changed so much
since I was in school. When I was in school, it was all paper and pencil. You write it
down you keep your notebook. AET is the biggest thing that I still struggle with. And
then just going from working and having people work under you to a classroom, the way
you manage it is totally different.
In addition to the teachers who were asked what they were expecting as a participant when
entering the DELTA program, all the teachers in this research study shared their overall
experiences of the DELTA program.
DELTA Overall Positive Experiences
This subtheme expresses two overall reoccurring experiences from DELTA that teachers
mentioned including program sessions and program lead teachers. Many teachers spoke about
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certain sessions that were useful. The high school licensed and alternatively licensed teachers
stated that they enjoyed the 12-month waiver session. HS1 said,
I remember there was one on the 12-month waiver, which was something I wasn’t sure
about. [University personnel] and [state staff] and [state staff], they talked about the 12month waiver, and any concerns we had over that. I liked that one because there were a
lot of concerns at that point.
Teachers also mentioned the “How to Balance Everything/Balancing Life” session was
very helpful. HS3 said, “They talked about managing life and balancing that with what you’re
doing in the classroom and FFA. That was beneficial.” ALMS3 elaborated more on how the
Balancing Life session was beneficial to her:
When [teacher] spoke about trying to balance life and teaching, which is something that I
needed to hear because I was spending many hours at school and you know, she talked
about it is always a building experience. You are not going to get everything done your
first year. You have to build, and it is okay to start there.
Teachers who went through a preservice program at NC State participate in a diverse
learners’ course and receive hands-on training and teaching experience on accommodating
diverse learners. However, alternatively licensed teachers may not have had this opportunity in
their undergraduate degree program. Alternatively licensed teachers in this study mentioned that
they really enjoyed the diverse learners’ session at the DELTA program. ALMS2 said, “The deaf
diverse learners were really helpful for me. I have all of the severe and profound students at both
the middle school and high school. So, learning how to differentiate for those learners was really
beneficial.”
Teachers participating in the study said they enjoyed hearing from experienced teachers
leading the DELTA sessions. HS1 said, “We got to hear from experienced teachers, how they
started out, lessons and activities they suggested, and what were some of the easier ones that they
did.” HS4 said, “[Teacher], I can’t remember what she was talking about, but any time she
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speaks, you’re sitting there glued to the edge of your seat.” In addition to positive experiences of
the DELTA program, teachers also addressed negative thoughts or commented on areas of
improvement for the overall program.
DELTA Overall Negative Experiences and Program Improvements
This subtheme expresses four overall reoccurring experiences of the DELTA program.
Teachers mentioned including program sessions, program lead teachers, lack of middle school
perspective, and program improvements. The negative comments were from licensed high school
teachers who had participated in sessions that contained information from their preservice
program. As HS3 said,
Some of it was a little bit redundant. I do not feel like I got as much out of it because of
that. I would not say to take it away because the teachers that are going in alternatively
are coming straight from industry. Those would be important things for them. Therefore,
I do not really know how to, you know, create a difference there.
HS1 further acknowledged what HS3 stated: “There were definitely some good sessions in there
and there were also quite a few repeaters that I just kind of sat there and was like, well I’ve heard
this. This is my second or third time hearing it.” Although the licensed teachers mentioned the
repetitive sessions and information, all but one licensed high school teacher could report they
learned something beneficial at the DELTA program. HS4 said, “Can I say that I came back to
[school] and implemented something that I was exposed to while I was at DELTA? I think the
answer to that is ‘No.’”
DELTA sessions are taught by state staff and experienced agriculture education teachers
from across the state who have been teaching for more than 10 years. There were mixed feelings
from teachers when they mentioned the agriculture teachers who led the sessions at DELTA.
HS4 said, “I think [teacher] and [teacher] and the others, they’re great teachers. But also, they’ve
been [teaching] since the get-go as far as facilitating and there’s a lot of bright teachers out there,
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I’d bet 5 years or 10 years in could probably bring a lot to the table.” HS1 felt more strongly
about having a range of experienced teachers leading the program sessions:
I wish they got more teachers to come and speak because it is always like the same 5
teachers that have good programs. However, I would have liked to hear more from just
like your average teacher on here is what we do every day. Here is how we keep our head
above the water. Because a school, like [school], like I love their program, but when they
have a one-million-dollar facility, I do not think I am ever going to see that at my school.
North Carolina has middle school positions available yearly, but preservice teacher
programs focus mainly on high school preservice teachers, and there are very few curricula for
current agriculture education middle school teachers. ALMS1 said,
Being able to focus on more middle school programs, and how to make agriculture
education and FFA work for middle schools. I think none of us really have the answer
because it is somewhat new within our county, even most of these positions are less than
5 years. We are starting FFA from scratch. There is a lot going on in the middle schools
that, you know, how to better, how to help us, train us in better meeting those needs of
the middle school student.
The middle school teachers spoke strongly about the DELTA program lacking middle
school resources or providing enough sessions from a middle school perspective. ALMS3 said,
“Give me some middle school curricula or give me some resources of where I can find some
middle school curricula. Investigate with other states. Georgia has pretty stout middle school
programs.”
Middle school teachers also mentioned lead teachers not having enough experience in the
middle school agriculture education. “Ag teachers, I think a lot of them have a lot of experiences.
It’s just a whole different ballgame teaching middle school” (ALMS1). ALMS3 said, “We had
[teacher], who was a veteran middle school teacher, I think she taught there for like 5, maybe
more years, maybe 7. But she was going to high school.” ALMS2 mentioned, “Middle school
has much different needs than a high school teacher does.” In addition to overall experiences
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from the program, participants expressed how they have integrated the DELTA program content
and learnings in their classrooms.
Some program improvements that the teachers recommended were changing the DELTA
session layouts to the teacher calendar year, so the teachers do not have to miss school days.
MS1 suggested having DELTA over a longer weekend: “Having to miss two Fridays is really
stressful on one who would just rather be at school than being away from the kids. Maybe doing
like a longer one weekend or something instead of doing two separate weekends.” One teacher
recommended changing the layout of sessions because the needs of the teachers were not being
met, because the program did not go with their teaching calendar. For example, the sessions the
program offers in December are engaging middle school students, meeting needs of diverse
students, and evaluating student work. Teachers should have these sessions during the summer or
before they enter the classroom. A middle school teacher said when she attended the December
session, she already had learned how to engage her students.
When we got to the December one we had been in class for August, September, October,
and November. We have 4 months under our belt, and when I sat through the engaging
middle school session, I am like okay; I have the part of how to engage them. I am almost
through this whole semester. I can engage them. I need a way to keep them engaged. I
need a way to make sure they are learning. I need materials that I can use. (ALMS3)
An alternatively licensed teacher wanted the December session bumped up to the middle of the
semester so he could take the strategies he had learned at the program and apply it within his first
semester of teaching.
I know that it is done in December, but maybe bump it up a few months. That way a
teacher can implement what they learned at DELTA, apply it, and improve their teaching
strategies within their first year of teaching. (ALHS2)
Teachers also recommended having separate sessions or even a DELTA program for
specifically licensed and alternatively licensed high school teachers, and licensed and
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alternatively licensed middle school teachers. A middle school teacher did not recommend
separating licensed and alternatively licensed teachers. “I do not think they should be separate
because I still think they have the same needs, and I think some of them do not want to admit
that they do (ALMS2).”
The middle school recommendations for the DELTA facilitators from licensed and
alternatively licensed teachers were quite large. Middle school teachers said DELTA was catered
more towards the high school teachers. ALMS3 said,
DELTA did talk about being in the classroom, what a high school classroom looks like,
your resources for the high school classroom, but not so much middle school. However,
it’s not anybody’s fault. There are more high school classes, and there are more teachers
going into high school realms of Ag Ed. There are more opportunities for high school
students in Ag Ed than there are for middle school students.
The middle school teachers expressed how they needed separate sessions to meet their needs.
ALMS1 puts it best,
If we could get to a point later on where we almost need to have a separate program, a
high school DELTA Ag teacher program versus a middle school Ag teacher DELTA
program, I am in. I have been able to get a lot of great resources from high school Ag Ed
teachers. However, at the same time, I feel like a lot of the stuff I was hearing, it is hard
to apply to the middle school level.
Teachers recommended a middle school session for the DELTA program facilitators such as
developing middle school support, building parent and community support, curriculum
development sessions, training CDE teams at the middle school level, and implementing SAE at
the middle school level. They strongly recommended resources and curriculum development
sessions where they can bounce ideas off each other.
Research Question 5: How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and
learnings in their classrooms?
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Theme 8: Integrating DELTA Concepts and/or Practices [Program Integration]
Teachers stated they found certain activities and resources helpful from certain sessions
offered at the DELTA program. From this theme emerged one subtheme: DELTA lesson or
activity implemented in the classroom.
DELTA Lesson or Activity Implemented in the Classroom
The following subtheme contains the reoccurring lessons or activities that teachers
implemented in their classrooms. DELTA provides helpful professional development for firstyear teachers such as how to create a budget for the agriculture program, how to implement SAE
in the agriculture classroom, and how to modify lessons and curriculum to accommodate diverse
learners. HS2 said,
How he promoted using the national chapter award, planning your POA by using the
national chapter award was great. I know we had to make a POA in college, but I did not
remember fully filling out a National Chapter Award. That was neat because once I
started teaching, I did not know much about the National Chapter Award. It was nice to
learn we should be planning our POA to go geared towards that if that is something you
are interested in. I think everyone should plan that way because it helps your program be
diverse through all different types of activities.
DELTA also provides activities and curriculum content examples for the teachers to use
and implement in their classroom. One alternatively licensed teacher mentioned he used guided
notes from one of the lead teachers in all his classes. ALHS2 said,
I’ll go ahead and be honest. I have used a lot of [teacher]’s guided notes and stuff in my
classes because they are amazing. They are right on with the curriculum and they are easy
to use. The kids like it because they do not have to guess and pick what’s important.
Teachers in this study spoke highly of the review games such as grudge ball, grudge
match, silent ball, and Kahoot, and how they implemented the games in their classrooms.
ALMS3 said,
He talked about silent ball and it stuck with me. I wrote it down and I implemented that
in my classroom, I implemented it as kind of a reward and a review game. If a middle
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school student does not understand something, I do not understand this. I’m getting out of
my seat, I’m throwing paper balls, so I was like ding, ding, ding we have a winner.
The middle school licensed teacher said she learned classroom management skills at DELTA and
implemented them outside with her students. MS1 said she uses buckets to help with classroom
management:
So, every time we went outside, I would try to think about, okay, what is our goal today?
What are the students going to be doing? Are they going to be occupied at all times? If
not, what is something they could be doing to be occupied? I would try to find relevant
material, whether it was a worksheet or like a lab worksheet for students that were not
actively doing anything. A teacher at DELTA, I cannot remember who it was said he uses
five-gallon buckets for them to sit on. They all have to be seated if they are not doing
anything. But unfortunately, I couldn’t get that many buckets, but we would take some
out there for my more active students that I would assign them to.
Another teacher said they overheard a strategy that another DELTA participant
implements in their classroom and decided to try it out. ALMS4 said, “A lady said she lets the
kids make their own classroom rules and they have to enforce them. I did that and it’s really
helpful because it holds each other accountable.”
Findings as Related to the Study Research Objectives
These themes were derived from interviews with teachers aiding in answering the main
research questions of this study. The eight themes (see Table 1) together examine the challenges
expressed by DELTA participants and their overall perceptions and effectiveness of DELTA that
can later be used to improve the DELTA. The following research findings related to the research
questions.
Research Question 1: What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively
licensed beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
The experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed teachers are best
represented by the following themes: beginning experiences, concerns with teaching, and
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beginning teacher opportunities and resources. Many teachers entering their first year of
teaching are excited, but also nervous entering the classroom. Teachers in this study expressed
their thoughts, concerns, what they were looking forward to, and what makes their job
rewarding. They also expressed concerns of not having enough content knowledge of the
curriculum, which left them with doubts and insecurities entering the classroom.
Theme 1, beginning experiences, had the following subthemes: classroom concerns and
school concerns. For the subtheme, classroom concerns, the main concerns of licensed and
alternatively licensed participants before entering teaching were classroom management, writing
lesson plans, having sufficient content knowledge, and lacking facilities. Middle school teachers
were concerned about writing curricula tailored to their students, their school, and courses they
would be teaching. Middle school teachers were also concerned about the lack of facilities to
conduct hands-on learning and assist with implementing classroom instruction into laboratory
instruction. The subtheme of school concerns included teachers expressing concerns about the
school environment and demographics, as well as personal concerns. Teachers also expressed
concerns or opportunities about whether their jobs were a multiteacher or a single-teacher
program.
The themes shifted from school concerns to concerns with teaching because of the
concerns and/or opportunities that the teachers had when entering the classroom and teaching.
From Theme 2, concerns with teaching, three subthemes emerged: school opportunities, class
opportunities and confidences going into teaching, and middle school needs. The licensed
teachers expressed feelings of confidence during their beginning year of teaching when entering
the classroom because of their preservice program and student teaching experiences. Teachers
also said they were excited to have a supportive administration, CTE director, and community.
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Teachers who had facilities on their campus expressed that they were looking forward to
developing laboratories and working in the facilities. The alternatively licensed teachers
mentioned their excitement of their new job because of job security and state employee benefits.
In the end, teachers expressed their excitements of entering the classroom, building relationships
with students and fellow teachers, and discovering their passion for teaching agriculture.
The subtheme middle school needs emerged because middle school teachers expressed
multiple concerns about their beginning years of teaching. The middle school teachers expressed
that their largest need was curriculum and resources. There is not a set curriculum for middle
school teachers in North Carolina. All the middle school teachers in this study reported writing
their own curriculum once they received their job. The middle school teachers expressed
concerns on how to implement SAE at the middle school level. They also expressed concerns
with having seven or eight class periods, short classes that last about 30 minutes, and having
large classes of about 30 students.
Theme 3, beginning teacher opportunities and resources. Teachers mentioned
professional development opportunities in which they participated and resources that assisted
them within their beginning years of teaching. A few teachers mentioned that their county
required them to participate in multiple professional development workshops and online
seminars throughout their first year of teaching, which kept them motivated. Other teachers said
that they were part of the NCATA professional organization that holds conferences and is an
excellent networking event. Teachers also said an online private Facebook group assisted them
with implementing lessons, brainstorming new ideas in their classroom, or using it as a
networking tool.
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Research Question 2: What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively
licensed and high school versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
Although the licensed and alternatively licensed teachers have different experiences,
what connects them is their passion for sharing their knowledge and joy of agriculture through
agriculture education. The subthemes preservice experiences, backgrounds and previous
experiences, reasons for leaving previous job, and undergraduate degree program help set the
evidence of differences and similarities between licensed versus alternatively licensed and high
versus middle school teachers for this study. However, the subtheme experiences as an
agriculture educator shed some light on why these teachers put all these differences and struggles
aside, and that reason is because of their students.
The subtheme preservice experiences were tailored toward the licensed teachers in the
study. Licensed teachers in this study participated in a preservice agriculture education degree
program at NC State. The licensed teachers had experience of constructing lesson plans and
objectives, creating a Program of Activities (POA) for an FFA chapter, and other typical
mechanics needed when entering the agriculture education classroom. However, the licensed
teachers reported fears of not having content knowledge or not engaging students. The
alternatively licensed teachers also reported not having content knowledge but reported having
no trouble engaging students.
The next subtheme was backgrounds and previous experiences. The backgrounds of
alternatively licensed teachers make them stronger in engaging students and relating the
curriculum to real-world applications. The alternatively licensed teachers in this study come
from a variety of agriculture backgrounds such as working for the government, in the industry,
and for a previous farmer. Teachers in this study would mention to me their reasons for a
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previous job. The alternatively licensed teachers reported they decided to go into teaching
agriculture because of relocating to North Carolina, seeking job security, teacher benefits, and
the teacher calendar stability. A few licensed teachers also mentioned that they had left a
previous school because of an unsupportive administration, a terrible CTE director, having no
personal life, wanting to move closer to family, feeling burnt out, and needing a fresh start.
Research Question 3: How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
Teachers’ perceptions and overall valuable aspect of DELTA were in the majority
positive. From this research question, the following themes emerged: recruitment of DELTA and
importance of program networking.
Theme 5 was recruitment of DELTA. Teachers reported various ways they heard about
the DELTA program, such as through an email, from the CTE director, from a regional licensing
center, or from an FFA state staff employee. The alternatively licensed teachers said that they
were told it was a required program for them to attend. However, the licensed teachers reported
that either their country required them to attend DELTA, their CTE director recommend they
attend and paid for their attendance, or they reached out to [university personal] who
recommended they attend. A licensed teacher reported that she did not complete the DELTA
program because her CTE director decided not to fund her for attending the second session after
the CTE director misunderstood that the program was for only alternatively licensed teachers.
Theme 6, importance of program networking, consisted of teachers’ expressing the
variety of opportunities they were provided during the DELTA program to network with other
participants, state staff, university faculty, and lead teachers at the DELTA sessions. However,
some teachers expressed that they enjoyed meeting and mingling with other DELTA teachers
outside of the learning sessions, collaborating, and brainstorming new ideas. A few teachers
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reported that they still stayed in touch with other DELTA program teachers with whom they
networked and that they still sought new ideas from those individuals from time to time.
Research Question 4: What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA,
and what did they find of value?
Theme 7 was participants’ overall perceptions of DELTA. The licensed high school
teachers reported that the DELTA program was a “repeat” of their undergraduate degree
program. The alternatively licensed teachers reported leaving DELTA with new ideas to
implement in their classroom, resources, and professional relationships. The subtheme
expectations going into DELTA showed teachers entered the DELTA program with questions
based on struggles or problems they were having in the classroom. Teachers were hoping they
would have those questions answered. However, some reported their questions were not
answered. Examples of these questions included, “How to implement SAE at the middle school
level? Are SAEs required for middle school students? How to work and navigate AET? How to
train CDE teams?”
The subtheme DELTA overall positive experiences showed that all the teachers left the
program with something they learned and that the program was effective. Many teachers spoke
on certain sessions from the DELTA program that had a significant impact on them such as 12month waiver, “how to balance everything,” budgets, fundraising in the community, how to
work with diverse learners, and review games. Alternatively licensed teachers mentioned they
liked meeting the NC State faculty who teach the online LEAP courses because it “puts a name
with a face,” and they enjoyed hearing from experienced teachers from North Carolina leading
the DELTA sessions.
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The subtheme DELTA overall negative experiences and program improvements
consisted of negative experiences mostly from the licensed high school teachers. They reported
that DELTA was repetitive of their preservice program and there were times where they were
“zoning out.” However, middle school teachers reported that they would have liked to receive
more resources to use for their classroom, FFA program, and SAE. The middle school teachers
also spoke strongly that the DELTA lead teachers were not from a middle school background,
the overall DELTA program was taught mostly from a high school perspective, and there were
few middle school teachers in the overall DELTA program.
Research Question 5: How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and
learnings in their classrooms?
From this research question, the following theme emerged: integrating DELTA concepts
and/or practices [program integration]. Teachers of the study were able to recall certain
resources and strategies from the DELTA program that they implemented in their classroom.
Teachers reported implementing the following: students making their own classroom rules,
review games, and FFA program implementation. Many teachers mentioned how DELTA gave
them the resources and tools to assist them in modifying their curriculum, lessons, and activities
to accommodate the diverse learners in their classrooms. Alternatively licensed teachers
mentioned that they were provided with simple tools, such as writing lesson plans and objectives
and how to schedule and plan out their semester, tools that they did not receive in a preservice
program. Licensed teachers mentioned that they obtained fresh ideas to implement in their
classroom, such as silent ball, outside laboratory safety ideas, outside classroom management
ideas, FFA CDE completion team trainings, and fundraising in the community.
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CHAPTER 5
Introduction
This chapter is a summary of the study, including its purpose, research questions,
supporting literature, participants, theoretical perspective, and data collection. The chapter details
conclusions, discussion, implications, and recommendations derived from the study findings.
Summary of the Study
Study Purpose
The purpose of this study was to examine the Developing Educational Leaders and
Teachers of Agriculture (DELTA) program, which has been implemented as a professional
development and teacher induction workshop series in the agriculture education profession since
2013 in North Carolina. A further goal of the study was to gain insight from participants on their
impressions and opinions on the success of the program as a tool to prepare them or entry into
the field of agriculture education.
Research Questions
The research questions that drove this study were the following:
1. What are the experiences of traditionally certified and alternatively licensed
beginning teachers with the DELTA program?
2. What are the experiences of licensed versus alternatively licensed and high school
versus middle school teachers with the DELTA program?
3. How are beginning teachers introduced to the DELTA program?
4. What are beginning teachers’ perceptions of expectations of DELTA, and what did
they find of value?
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5. How have DELTA participants integrated the program content and learnings in their
classrooms?
Review of Literature
I reviewed literature relevant to the study to gain understanding of the topics that
constituted the qualitative inquiry. The major sections included in the literature review were
education in induction programs and support they offer to teachers (Drape et al., 2016; Harper et
al., 1990; Joerger, 2002, 2003; Kirby & Lebude, 1998; Touchstone, 2015; Smith & Ingersoll,
2004; Sun, 2012), challenges and needs of beginning teachers (Greiman et al., 2005; Joerger &
Boettcher, 2000; Moore & Swan, 2008; Touchstone, 2015; Sun, 2012), the usefulness of
mentoring (Fessler & Christensen, 1992; Villani, 2002), the teacher educator path (NC State,
2020), and the alternative certification (NCDPI, 2019). The literature also referenced the aid in
the development of the theoretical perspective of this study.
Theoretical Perspective
The framework for teacher career cycle, by Fessler and Christensen (1992), guided the
underpinnings of this study. The teacher career cycle consists of eight stages, but only two
stages, the preservice and the induction stages, guided this study. The cycle progresses through
each stage in a dynamic manner while reflecting on responses to the personal and organizational
environmental factors that teachers experience throughout their career. Fessler and Christensen
(1992) separated these variables into two broad categories of personal environment and
organizational environment. The personal environment variables may influence the teacher
during periods of intensive importance such as family, critical incidents and crises, adult
development, individual deposition, avocational interests, and life stages. The organizational
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environment variables that may influence a teacher’s career goals include school regulations,
management style, public trust, social expectations, professional organizations, and unions.
The role of the teacher as the learner is the strongest in the preservice and induction
stages. Preservice is the period of preparation for a specific professional role and is considered
the time of learning. Licensed and alternatively licensed teachers enter this stage when they enter
their beginning year of teaching. The induction stage is defined as the first few years of
employment when teachers strive for acceptance in their new role. Teachers can also experience
the induction stage when relocating to another school, shifting to a new grade level, or changing
new classrooms.
Participants
Participants were selected from the DELTA program participant list of the 2017-2019
classes from Dr. Travis Park, the DELTA coordinator. The criteria used to select participants
included (a) educator preparation program (EPP) licensed high school teachers, (b) EPP licensed
middle school teachers, (c) alternatively licensed high school teachers, and (b) alternatively
licensed middle school teachers. The participants had to have completed the DELTA program by
the start of the interviews (November 2019).
Data Collection
I conducted seven interviews in person and four interviews via Zoom, an online videoconferencing application. Interviews lasted 20 to 35 minutes. The interviews were guided by two
interview protocols, one for the licensed participants (see Appendix E) and one for the
alternatively licensed participants (see Appendix F). The protocols consisted of 12 open-ended
questions allowing the participants to describe their experiences and overall perceptions of the
DELTA program.
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Data Analysis
I began organizing data after the first interview was conducted by reading through
observer comments and the participants’ answers to the interview questions. Then I placed the
interview transcripts into their respective groups: (a) traditionally licensed high school teachers,
(b) traditionally licensed middle school teachers, (c) alternatively licensed high school teachers,
and (d) alternatively licensed middle school teachers. During the first round of coding I used
open coding. I then met with the peer reviewer, a fellow graduate student in my department, to
review, check, and compare our open and axial codes. The peer reviewer and I established an
intercoder agreement among codes (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 264). I then entered all open and
axial codes into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to help identify and categorize patterns occurring
in the data. Once all codes were entered into the spreadsheet, the categories were constructed
based on reoccurring themes within the data (Mirriam, 2009). Categories were then condensed
into subcategories, leading me to the emergent themes. An external auditor, who had no
connection to the study, examined whether the findings, interpretations, and conclusions were
supported by the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Discussions
From the analysis of the 11 interviews, eight themes and several subthemes emerged. The
eight themes were beginning experiences, concerns with teaching, beginning teacher
opportunities and resources, preservice experiences, recruitment of DELTA, importance of
program networking, participants’ overall perceptions of DELTA, and integrating DELTA
concepts and/or practices [program integration]. The first theme, beginning experiences,
included two subthemes: class concerns going into teaching and school concerns. The second
theme, concerns with teaching, included three subthemes: school opportunities, class
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opportunities and confidence going into teaching, and middle school needs. The third theme,
beginning teacher opportunities and resources, revealed no subthemes.
The fourth theme, preservice experiences, included four subthemes: backgrounds and
previous experiences, reasons for leaving previous job, undergraduate degree program, and
experiences as an agriculture educator. The fifth theme, recruitment of DELTA, included one
subtheme: marketing and/or advertising of DELTA. The sixth theme, importance of program
networking, revealed no subthemes. The seventh theme, participants’ overall perceptions of
DELTA, revealed three subthemes: expectations going into DELTA, participants’ overall
positive DELTA experiences, and participants’ overall negative experiences and program
improvements. The eighth theme, program integration, revealed one subtheme: DELTA lesson or
activity implemented in the classroom.
Theme 1, what are the experiences of beginning teachers, showed that many teachers
experienced excitement for their first year of teaching but also nervousness and lack of
confidence. This conclusion supported Fessler and Christensen (1992), who stated beginning
teachers often reported that they did not feel fully prepared for their first job and who expressed
concerns with surviving day to day. Teachers were excited to have a supportive administration,
mentor, and overall community when entering their first year of teaching.
The subtheme class concerns going into teaching refers to what teachers were
experiencing as a concern before they even entered the classroom. The licensed teachers
expressed they were concerned about being the sole person in charge. The alternatively licensed
teachers expressed they were concerned entering the classroom because they did not have the
mechanics of being a teacher. They did not know how to write a lesson plan or how to
accommodate diverse learners. The subtheme school concerns refers to the teachers’ concerns
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about the location of the school, the demographics of the school, and the amount of teacher
turnover. Demographics is a concern because if the students are “not your typical ag students,” it
is unclear how teachers will engage them or whether the classroom is a “dumping ground” for
the guidance department.
Theme 2, concerns with teaching, showed that many teachers had concerns every day in
the classroom with the overall aspect of teaching such as content knowledge, classroom
management, and balancing the multiple roles that agriculture teachers have. The conclusion
supported Kirby and Lebude (1999), who stated that an agriculture education teacher assumed
many roles such as managing materials and resources, budgets, time, students and their parents,
and their personal lives, all within starting a new career, which is challenging. The subtheme
class opportunities and confidence going into teaching refers to teachers having the tools they
need to teach and implement their curriculum. Teachers were excited to work with facilities they
were provided on campus and with other coteachers in their program. Teachers were also excited
to teach curricula within their area of expertise, which provided more confidence for them when
entering the classroom.
The subtheme middle school needs referred to the lack of support and resources the
middle school teachers had in the state, which influenced their concerns with teaching. The
middle school teachers expressed concerns about their large class sizes, the single-teacher nature
of the program, and not having enough support. The licensed and alternatively licensed teachers
reported that they each wrote their own curriculum to fit their individual school and program
needs. A few teachers expressed feelings of frustration of not having enough support and
resources. These conclusions coincided with Joerger and Boettcher (2000) and Moore and Swan
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(2008), who said that frustrated agriculture teachers experienced levels of stress from investing
over 50 hours per week in teaching and long hours training CDE teams for their students.
Theme 3, beginning teacher opportunities and resources, referred to the teachers
expressing the opportunities they received their beginning year of teaching and the resources that
were provided to them. Teachers mentioned that they had a supportive administration and CTE
directors, which helped with their transition into the classroom. These conclusions supported the
conclusions of Fessler and Christens (1992) that principals play an important role in helping
beginning teacher adjust to their new environment and job. A few teachers mentioned they had
mentors who guided them through difficult challenges they faced. This conclusion supported
Villani’s (2002) claim that mentors provide and emotional support and encouragement. Teachers
also mentioned resources that helped them their beginning year of teaching, such as a
professional organization, the NCATA.
Theme 4, preservice experiences, showed that all teachers, whether they were licensed
teachers or alternatively licensed teachers, had different backgrounds. Whether or not the
licensed teachers completed a preservice program, they still felt inexperienced entering their first
year of teaching. This conclusion supported the statement of Fessler and Christensen (1992) that
all teachers enter the profession at a point of inexperience, regardless of whether they completed
a preservice program. The subtheme backgrounds and previous experiences showed the
agricultural diversity and area of expertise across teachers. Teachers had previous experiences
such as an FFA state officer, a farmer, a landscape contractor, a horticulturist, and a USDA
worker.
The subtheme reasons for leaving previous job referred to the alternatively licensed
teachers wanting job security and dependable hours. Licensed teachers left their previous schools
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because they had no administrative support. This conclusion supported Fessler and Christensen
(1992) and Sun (2012), who stated that a supportive administration led to a confident beginning
teacher. The subtheme undergraduate degree program referred to all the teachers in the study.
This subtheme, however, set apart the licensed and alternatively licensed teachers. The licensed
teachers all graduated through a preservice teacher preparation program. The alternatively
licensed teachers went through an undergraduate degree program. Except for one alternatively
licensed teacher, none participated in a preservice program. Eros (2011) said that teacher careers
consist of two parts: preservice and in-service. Preservice is a preparation program offered at a
college or university, and in-service is the period between a teacher’s initial entry into the
profession and career exit or retirement. Similarly, Drape et al. (2016) concluded that regardless
of whether a beginning teacher participated in preservice education, continuing professional
development was recommend because it increased teacher self-efficacy, lowered job stress, and
enhanced satisfaction with teaching.
Theme 5, recruitment of DELTA, showed that there were several outlets of recruitment
for the DELTA program and that some of the outlets or individuals did not entirely understand
the target audience of the program. DELTA was developed specifically for alternately licensed
agriculture teachers. However, beginning licensed teachers may also participate in the induction
program. The subtheme marketing and/or advertising of DELTA referred to the
miscommunication that administration or CTE directors of several participants had toward the
brief description of the program.
Theme 6, importance of program networking, showed that all teachers valued the
networking aspect of the DELTA program. This conclusion supported Drape et al. (2016) and
Kirby and Lebude (1998) that an effective teacher induction program provided support to all new
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beginning teachers with opportunities of networking with peers. Teachers strongly valued
forming professional relationships with state staff and university personnel.
Theme 7, participants’ overall perceptions of DELTA, referred to participants’
perceptions of the overall DELTA program. The subtheme expectations going into DELTA
consisted of what the teachers’ questions were, specific technical skills with which they wanted
help, or certain resources they were seeking when entering the DELTA program. Many
alternatively licensed teachers mentioned that they were entering DELTA seeking technical help,
such as how to work the agricultural education and training (AET) tracker system, but there was
not a session on this topic. The middle school teachers said they were entering DELTA with the
need for more resources.
The subtheme participants’ overall positive DELTA experiences referred to teachers’
overall experiences and what they thought was valuable about the DELTA program. Teachers
mentioned many sessions that helped them a great deal. However, the subtheme participants’
overall negative experiences and program improvements referred to mostly high school licensed
teachers who stated the DELTA program involved a great deal of repeat information from their
preservice program at NC State. This conclusion supported Touchstone’s (2015) conclusion that
the teacher education program addressed specific areas of concern, which minimized those
beginning teachers’ needs for professional development as they started their beginning teaching
year. However, the alternately licensed teachers did not receive those experiences and tools that
the licensed teachers received.
Theme 8, integrating DELTA concepts and/or practices [program integration], referred
to the DELTA program content that the teachers used and implemented in the classroom and
FFA programs. Alternatively licensed teachers mentioned that they were able to complete their
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FFA chapter’s POA and other state awards because they had learned these skills at DELTA.
Other participants said they learned strategies on how to train CDE teams at the DELTA
program and they started implementing those strategies. The subtheme, DELTA lesson or activity
implemented in the classroom, referred to lessons, activities, and learning strategies that the
participants of this study implemented in their classrooms. Teachers discussed implementing
review games, PowerPoints, and guided notes that they had received as resources at the DELTA
program.
Conclusions
DELTA is a 40-hour new teacher induction program designed to meet the DPI
requirement for CTE teachers seeking alternative licensure. DELTA provides opportunities for
licensed and alternatively licensed teachers of different backgrounds to learn pedagogical skills
and knowledge, discover curricular materials to implement, and develop confidence in the
classroom. Ultimately, alternatively licensed teachers from DELTA will be eligible to become
professionally licensed agriculture education teachers in North Carolina.
Not all states require new and beginning teachers to participate in induction programs,
but trends suggest these programs have a positive effect on beginning teachers and aid in the
retention rate (Boettcher & Joerger, 2000; Kaufmann, 2007). The following states have induction
programs defined by the state, or by the state departments of education: Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia,
and Wisconsin.
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The state of Delaware provides a 3-year comprehensive induction program for their new
and beginning teachers. The program includes four cycles to be completed: (a) Cycles 1 and 2
are induction, (b) Cycle 3 is assessment for student learning, and (c) Cycle 4 is professional
growth. This comprehensive program also includes a mentoring portion with highly trained and
well qualified mentors and mentor teams (Kayfmann, 2007). The DELTA induction program
does not have this kind of opportunity.
California also has a statewide induction program: California Teacher Induction,
formerly known as Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA). This program is
designed to support the professional development of newly credentialed, beginning teachers.
This program is conducted by the California State University San Marcos. As this program is a
statewide program, participants enroll based on the location of the district of the school where
the participants are employed (California State University San Marcos, n.d.). With this program,
participants receive three graduate credits.
The California Agricultural Teachers’ Association (CATA) created an induction program
in 2013 called California Agricultural Teachers’ Induction Program (CATIP) based on the need
to induct new agriculture teachers into the dynamic field of agriculture. As a formal partnership
between the Yolo-Solano Center for Teacher Credentialing (YSCTC), the Davis Joint Unified
School District (DJUSD), and the CATA, CATIP inducts agriculture teachers into the profession
through the program standards set forth by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing
(CCTC). CATIP is a 2-year program for individuals electing to begin and complete induction
services. The general program provides contextualized mentoring and support for early career
agriculture teachers. Much like the DELTA program, CATIP requires teachers to participant in
an orientation session, actively teach agriculture in a school, and work under a certified teacher
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or a teacher seeking certification through an alternative pathway (CATA, 2010). However,
unlike the CATIP program, DELTA has an intensive mentorship program. To be considered a
mentor for the CATIP program, a teacher needs to participate in an orientation session, have a
verified teaching license in California, serve a minimum of 5 years teaching agriculture
education in California, actively participate in the CATA, and have previous experiences with
student teachers. The DELTA program and the CATIP program focus specifically on addressing
the need of inducting new agriculture teachers into the field of agriculture education.
Recommendations for Future Research
To ensure the continued improvement of the DELTA program, it is recommended that
the DELTA program interview an entire class of teachers after they have all completed the full
program to measure their effectiveness and perceptions of the DELTA program. Participants
should be asked what areas of program improvement they would recommend, what sessions they
found helpful, and what they would like to see in the future to assist them as beginning teachers.
State staff should interview alternatively licensed agriculture teachers who have left the teaching
profession and explore why they left. Researchers should also ask those teachers if they
participated in the DELTA program.
This study has shown a need for resources for middle school agricultural education in
North Carolina. Resources include a need for agriculture education curricula for the middle
school teachers, a guide on how to implement SAE at the middle school level, and workshops
geared specifically towards middle school agriculture teachers. Further research should be
conducted on teachers’ needs for middle school agriculture education and how to accommodate
them. This study has also shown that few preservice teachers are entering agriculture education
as middle school teachers.
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Recommendations for Future Practice
The DELTA program should conduct sessions specifically for licensed and alternatively
licensed high school teachers. The DELTA program should conduct sessions specifically for
licensed and alternatively licensed middle school teachers. This study showed that middle school
teachers have different needs than high school teachers have. Middle school teachers need
curriculum, resources, classroom activities, and examples specifically designed for middle
school students.
The DELTA development team should conduct a workshop specifically for all current
middle school teachers of agriculture education in North Carolina. This workshop would be for
current and beginning middle school teachers to write and develop the middle school curriculum,
develop activities, build rapport with each other, and bounce ideas off each other. The DELTA
development team should send a survey with options of session topics for participants who have
registered for the DELTA program to rank in order the level of importance and individual
participant needs. Results of the survey would help address the needs and meet expectations of
participants attending DELTA.
To further understand the effectiveness of DELTA, the program facilitators should have
participants complete an ending survey on their overall DELTA experience, their perceptions of
the DELTA program, and recommendations for areas of improvement. This survey would help
the program facilitators address areas of improvement and assist in meeting the needs of the
participants attending the program. To further understand the need for middle school curriculum
and resources, I recommend the state staff adopt or write a standard curriculum for the middle
school teachers to use as a starting point once entering a new job. The DELTA program
development team should develop a new description to market the program more effectively. It
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is important to establish a clear statement that DELTA is required to fulfill the 40-hour induction
requirement for alternatively licensed teachers but that the program is useful and of benefit for
all beginning agriculture educators in North Carolina.
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APPENDIX A: IRB Exempt Status
Dear Olivia Watson:
Date: November 11, 2019
IRB Protocol 20432 has been assigned Exempt status
Title: Perceptions of the Effectiveness of DELTA
PI: Park, Travis Dale
The research proposal named above has received administrative review and has been approved
as exempt from the policy as outlined in the Code of Federal Regulations (Exemption: 46.101.
Exempt d.2). Provided that the only participation of the subjects is as described in the proposal
narrative, this project is exempt from further review. This approval does not expire, but any
changes must be approved by the IRB prior to implementation.
1. This committee complies with requirements found in Title 45 part 46 of The Code of
Federal Regulations. For NCSU projects, the Assurance Number is: FWA00003429.
2. Any changes to the protocol and supporting documents must be submitted and approved
by the IRB prior to implementation.
3. If any unanticipated problems or adverse events occur, they must be reported to
the IRB office within 5 business days by completing and submitting the unanticipated
problem form on
the IRB website: http://research.ncsu.edu/sparcs/compliance/irb/submission-guidance/.
4. Any unapproved departure from your approved IRB protocol results in non-compliance.
Please find information regarding non-compliance here: http://research.ncsu.edu/sparcsdocs/irb/non-compliance_faq_sheet.pdf.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
**************************************************
NCSU IRB Office
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APPENDIX B: 2017-2018 DELTA Program Objectives and Program Schedules
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APPENDIX C: Letter to Prospective Interviewees

Dear (name of interviewee),
My name is Olivia Watson and I am a second-year master's student at NC State, majoring
in Agricultural and Extension Education. I am conducting a research study on the DELTA
program under the supervision of Wendy Warner and Travis Park. Over the course of the next
few months, we would like to collect some information from you that will help us continue
improving the DELTA experience for new teachers.
I would like the opportunity to conduct an interview with you regarding questions about
your experience participating in the DELTA program. I am available to drive to your school site
anytime during any day of the week. Attached to this email is an electronic copy of the adult
consent form with more information about the study. I will provide a paper copy for you to sign
when I arrive to your school for the interview. Please let me know which day and time work best
for you.

Sincerely,
Olivia Ann Watson
Principal Investigator
Graduate Teaching Assistant
North Carolina State University '20
Masters in Agriculture Extension and Education
oawatson@ncsu.edu | (910)-840-6476
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APPENDIX D: Informed Consent Form
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APPENDIX E: Interview Protocol for Licensed Participants
Below are questions for DELTA Participants that majored in Ag Ed that are certified or newly
licensed high school and middle school teachers.
Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer: Olivia Watson, Masters Student
Interviewee:
Position of Interviewee: DELTA Program Completer (Agriculture Education Major)
1. What is your educational background?
a. Why did you decide to teach agriculture education?
2. How long have you been teaching agriculture education?
3. Think back on your first year….what were some concerns/opportunities you were looking
forward to?
4. How did you find out about DELTA? What encouraged you to register?
5. Tell me about your DELTA experience?
a. Likes?
b. Areas for improvements?
6. Can you describe a lesson or activity that you learned in DELTA that you have implemented?
7. How did what your curriculum that you learned in your undergraduate degree program seem
similar or different from the DELTA program?
a. What was similar?
b. What was different?
8. How have you integrated the DELTA program content and learnings in your classroom?
9. What is a recommendation you would give the program facilitators for consideration or program
improvement?
10. How would you describe your experience so far as an agriculture education teacher?
11. If I were coming into your situation what would I experience?
12. Is there anything that I should have asked but did not?

Closing: Thank you for participating in this interview. Please contact me by email for any
questions that you may have about the study.
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APPENDIX F: Interview Protocol for Alternatively Licensed Participants

Below are questions for DELTA Participants that are lateral entry (varied educational
background) high school and middle school teachers.
Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer: Olivia Watson, Master Student
Interviewee:
Position of Interviewee: DELTA Program Completer (Varied Educational Background)
1. What is your educational background?
a. Why did you decide to teach agriculture education?
b. Why did you leave or change your previous background?
2. How long have you been teaching agriculture education?
3. Think back on your first year….what were some concerns/opportunities you were looking
forward to?
4. How did you find out about DELTA? What encouraged you to register?
5. Tell me about your DELTA experience?
a. Likes?
b. Areas for improvements?
6. Can you describe a lesson or activity that you learned in DELTA that you have implemented?
7. How did what your curriculum that you learned in your undergraduate degree program seem
similar or different from the DELTA program?
a. What was similar?
b. What was different?
8. How have you integrated the DELTA program content and learnings in your classroom?
9. What is a recommendation you would give the program facilitators for consideration or program
improvement?
10. How would you describe your experience so far as an agriculture education teacher?
11. If I were coming into your situation what would I experience?
12. Is there anything that I should have asked but did not?

Closing: Thank you for participating in this interview. Please contact me by email for any
questions that you may have about the study.
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APPENDIX G: Codebook

Code Book
Open and Axial Codes
Class Sizes, HS1,69
Classroom Management, HS1,72
Classroom Management, HS1,79
Being Super Busy, HS2,48
Concerns with Content Knowledge,
HS2,67
Needed/wanted more outside
experience, HS2,72
Classroom Management, HS3,35
Unsure of how to fill shoes of previous
ag ed teacher, HS4,54
Did not know how to do shop inventory,
HS4,58
Leap Courses, ALHS2,72
Variety of Student Learners and how to
accommodate, ALHS2,162
Intimidated, ALHS3,74
No Content Knowledge, ALHS3,77
Large Class Sizes, MS1,20
Unprepared, ALMS1,42
No Curriculum Knowledge, ALMS1,43
Far removed from curriculum,
ALMS1,53
Classroom Management Struggle,
ALMS1,160
Class Sizes, ALMS1,166
Classroom Management hard to teach,
ALMS1,170
FFA concerns, ALMS1,199
Managing an FFA program,
ALMS1,200
Did not want to teach middle school,
ALMS2,39
Scared, ALMS2,54
Not Content Knowledge, ALMS2,56
Testing, ALMS2,57
Assignments, ALMS2,57
Lesson Plans, ALMS2,57
FFA membership, ALMS2,61
Surviving, ALMS3,116
No Content Knowledge, ALMS3,122

Subtheme

Theme

Quote
-“I was concerned about
class management to
begin with, but I feel
like class management
is something that I have
to learn”-HS1
-“I know one thing that I
was worried about was
not having enough
content knowledge. I
think that in ag ed we,
you know, we get, a
kind of a mixture, but
we don’t get a whole lot
of actual content
knowledge.” –HS2

Class
Concerns
going into
teaching

Theme 1:
Beginning
Experienc
es

-“Um my biggest
concern was classroom
management. I had a
really hard time my first
year figuring out how to
really effectively
manage my
classroom.”-HS3
-“I didn’t know how to
fill a position that I was
going to be taken.”-HS4
-“The one thing that I
did not struggle with
was my classroom
management. Um, and I
think that comes from
just coming in really
stern and with a lot of
expectations at the
beginning, um, and
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Building Program from Nothing,
ALMS3,125
Making Curriculum, ALMS3,126
Struggled with Lesson Planning,
ALMS3,147
limited class resources, ALMS3,506
No facilities, ALMS3,508
No content knowledge, ALMS4,45
No content available, ALMS4,47
Making own materials, ALMS4,62
Engaging Students, ALMS4,62
Classroom Management, ALMS4,64
Lateral Entry Courses, ALMS4,72
Was denied for teaching license,
ALMS4,81

being consistent with
student” –ALMS3
-“How do I deliver the
content? Um, and so I
was really just concern
about, you know, like
testing, and assignments
and lesson plans, and
how do you make all of
that work.” –ALMS2

Demographics, HS1,67
"Not your typical Ag Ed Program,”
HS1,68
Teacher turnover, 4th teacher in four
years, HS2,44
Not being from the area "outsider,”
HS4,70
Western Culture, "like a transplant not
true Western North Carolinian,” HS4,75

School
Concern

Theme 1:
Beginning
Experienc
es

-“Do I know the
material? Where am I
going to get the material
from?” –ALMS4
-“The main thing I was
concerned about was the
demographic at my
school being unlike your
typical ag ed program
and how I was going to
approach that
considering I came from
your typical ag ed
program” –HS1
-“The Western, even
though ag ed is the same
across the state, going,
from the East to the far
West was a very
different culture of just
ag teachers and the
teachers around here.
Um, they are career
teachers, they are in it
for the long haul and
just this past year, like
four or five of them
retired just within the
region. Me coming up
here, uh you know, kind
of like a transplant now
the true Western North
Carolinian, uh and that
really doesn’t, you
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know, get affected by
the prep at NC State.
That’s just more of a
personal thing.” HS2
-“I’m at the point now
where the kids that I
started teaching as
freshman are getting
ready to graduate. Um,
so that’s, that’s been one
of the coolest things I
think was building those
relationships with
students, especially in
ag ed cause we do so
much with them outside
of class time.” –HS3

Supportive Administration, HS1,87
Co-teachers, HS1,90
Supportive CTE, HS1,349
Co-teachers, HS2,63
Has facilities, HS3,215
Teaching Partners, HS4,53
Principal Support, ALHS2,225
community Support, ALHS2,227
Supportive Administration, ALHS3,254
Professional Development with
Beginning Teachers in County, MS1,22
Supportive Administration, MS1,58

Theme 2:
School
Concerns
Opportuniti
with
es
Teaching

Went through a Teacher Prep Program,
HS2,60
Took Student Teaching very seriously,
HS2.61
Strong FFA background, HS2,76
Building Relationships with Students,
HS3,40
CDE team trainings, HS4,83
Setting own schedule, ALHS2,74
Meeting new people, ALHS2,77

Class
Opportuniti
es and
Confidence
going into
Teaching

Theme 2:
Concerns
with
Teaching

- I was meeting new
people. I was fortunate
to have another ag ed
teacher there who had
been teaching for 12, 13
years, I think it was at
the time. She helped me
out a lot. Um, and then
[name], she used to be
an ag teacher there as
well, she went into
administration. She
helped me out
tremendously as well.
So that helped me
overcome a lot of
stressful situations.”
ALHS2
“I stressed myself out so
much with student
teaching. I think I was
just ready for my first
year of teaching to be
able to be on my own
and kind of learn.” –
HS2
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School was in close proximity,
ALHS3,80
Has a barn on campus, ALHS3,249
Loved teaching, ALMS1,58
Passion, ALMS1,59
Opportunity to Give back, ALMS1,61
Spark Passion in Students, ALMS1,63
Life Changing, ALMS1,64
Fresh Start, ALMS3,110
Chartered an FFA, ALMS3,112
Confident with Classroom Management,
LEMS3,140
Sharing ideas, ALMS4,104
CDE team trainings, ALMS4,106
Different parts in FFA, ALMS4,107
No complaints it was really helpful,
ALMS4,111
Need for specific Middle School
sessions, MS1,281
Middle School SAE session, MS1,285
Middle school scheduling, ALMS2,190
Middle school textbook, ALMS2,209
CDES are different, ALMS2,308
How to charter an FFA, ALMS2,435
SAE at the middle school level,
ALMS3,216
Resources for middle school curriculum,
ALMS3,386
More curriculum, ALMS3,387
More content, ALMS4,191
Middle
Middle school workshop, ALMS4,223
School
Difficult, ALMS1,212
Needs
SAE at the Middle School Level,
ALMS1,220
Limited Middle School SAE resources,
ALMS1,226
SAE implement, ALMS1,236
National Chapter Award, ALMS2,541
Kids in middle school don't understand
it, ALMS4,148

-“I was really excited
about getting to teach
and getting to teach the
curriculum that I
wanted. I wanted to
teach animal science
and I was glad that
that’s what I did end of
getting to teach.” HS1
-“I student taught here at
this [school name] and
was lucky enough to be
offered a job cause, one
of the teachers was
retiring” HS4

Theme 2:
Concerns
with
Teaching

-“This was a brand-new
program. So, I was able
to start fresh, starting
from the ground up,
chartered a FFA that
year and got students
excited, had some
visitors from the state
FFA come and just talk
to the classroom.” –
ALMS3
-“Most of your middle
school teachers are, are
taking over a really new
program where
nothing’s been
established, or they have
to charter their own.” –
ALMS2
-“We have an A day and
then a B day. So, I have
longer class periods,
which I love. That’s
probably something so
different that I was
kinda terrified and or
about coming into this
new position here that I
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Pack Promise, HS1,35
Mentor, HS1,53
Leap Program, ALMS1,20
CTE Director as Mentor, ALMS1,47
Leap materials, ALMS2,78
lacked mechanics, ALMS2,80
Created my own curriculum,
ALMS2,137
Supportive CTE, ALMS2,519
Supportive Administration, ALMS2,521
CTE Director, ALMS3,70
No facilities, ALMS3,496
Wife (also an Ag teacher), ALMS4,85
Mentor, ALMS4,86
State Staff, ALMS4,95
NC Owls on Facebook as Resource,
ALHS2,410
NCATA organization, HS2,221
NCATA organization, HS4,213

Animal Science, HS1, 19
Pre-vet Track- loved Animal Science,
HS1, 23, 49
Considering Education, HS1, 52
Ag Background, HS2,22
Ag Ed Background, HS3,15
Family Roots, like the family business,
HS3,17
FFA Background, HS3,19
Job offer after student teaching, HS4,10
High School Ag Ed teachers huge
influence, HS4,17
Extension Major, ALHS2,33
Worked in landscape industry,
ALHS2,58
Exceptional children background,
ALHS3,32

Teacher
Resources

Theme 3:
Beginning
Teacher
Opportuni
ties and
Into Theme Resources
3

Professiona
l
Developme Theme 3:
Beginning
nt
Teacher
Opportuni
ties and
Into Theme Resources
3

Backgroun
ds and
Previous
Experience
s

Theme 4:
Preservice
Experienc
es

actually ended up
loving” MS1
-“NC Owls Who Give a
Hoot. Amazing.
Teachers are very
helpful. We have to help
out in any way possible”
ALHS2

-“In NCATA we have a
Midwinter Conference
and we’re allowed the
opportunity to submit
some workshop ideas or
topics, and later we
register our first and
second preferences”
HS4
-“I know how to teach
my subject, but it would
help to have more
stories and personal
experiences it’s just to
be able to share. It’s not
mandatory to do a
summer internship in
the industry, but maybe
that is something that
should be pushed” HS2
-“A wide variety of
students in my class.
Um, now I have
extended content
students, OCS, and then
other with different
accommodations. I have
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Needed retirement and insurance,
ALHS3,25
Business, MS1,10
Ag Ed, MS1,9
Ag. Business Management, ALMS1,14
Took Agriculture in High School,
ALMS1,29
Taught preschool, ALMS1,50
Ag Communications, ALMS2,8
FFA high school background,
ALMS2,10
Teacher Prep Program at UK,
ALMS2,16
Industry, ALMS2,21
Ag Science, Hort. and Animal Science,
ALMS3,10
Getting Master’s Degree w/Leap
Program, ALMS3,12
Ag Communications, ALMS3,25
FFA State Officer, ALMS3,46
Clemson Teacher Prep, ALMS4,8
Did not go into teaching, ALMS4,9
Industry Experience, ALMS4,19

No personal life, HS2,35
Large Class Sizes, MS1,38
No administrative support, MS1,44
Felt burned out by the end of first year
of teaching, MS1,48
Was relocated to NC, ALMS2
Wasn't finding purpose, ALMS3,66
"Drowning in work,” ALMS3,74
Personal Life, ALMS3,82

Reasons
for Leaving
Previous
Job

Theme 4:
Preservice
Experienc
es

ELL students and I have
top 10 students in the
class. So, it ranges from,
you know, big,
difference between
students. So,
differentiating
education, and the way
you teach.” ALHS2
-“I’m a pretty good
discipline arena and I
feel like, my classroom
sometimes becomes a
dumping ground for our,
guidance department.
You know there is
nothing better when you
get classes of kids who
really want to be there
and really want to learn,
but there is nothing
worse than when you
get classrooms where
they really do not want
to be there and they
really do not care if they
learn. And it makes me
do a poor job. I feel like
I did my worst job
teaching just because
they were unmotivated,
so I was unmotivated.”
ALHS3
-“I felt like I just needed
a fresh start, I already
was kind of feeling
burnt out and I don’t,
didn’t think I should feel
that way at the end of
my first year of
teaching” MS1
-“I taught at my
previous school for
three years and I was
asked to come back to
this school where I went
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Same info but was condensed, HS1,233
Word for word, exactly the same,
HS1,237
Didn't pay close attention to sessions,
HS1,250
Similar, HS2,193
A great refresh, HS2,202
FFA and SAE content was repetitive,
HS3,114
Repetitive, HS4,199
Fundraising, HS4,200
Various PowerPoints and stuff,
MS1,135
A good refresh, MS1,136
Leadership classes, ALMS3,337
Clemson was more high school based,
ALMS4,172
Little middle school focus in college,
ALMS4,175

Enjoys teaching their curriculum,
HS1,359
Work/life balance, HS2,231
Great teaching partners, HS2,266
Loves animal science, HS2,268

Undergraduate
Degree
Program

Theme 4:
Preservice
Experienc
es

Experience
s as an
Agriculture
Educator

Theme 4:
Preservice
Experienc
es

to high school multiple
times in that three years.
But I really like the
school I was at. The
only, I think reason I
chose to come back here
was I did not have a
personal life. However,
I had made friends with
my coworkers, well only
the other Ag teachers,
parents and students. I
didn’t have any friends
my own age, and it
wasn’t near my friends
and family that all chose
to come teach back in
this [county].” HS2
-“Some of the sessions
were very similar to
what we did in class and
then some more new
and fresh if it was
coming from some of
the teachers that are still
teaching that came in
and lead some sessions.”
MS1
-“I do feel like with my
leadership degree,
because if you look at
the agricultural science
breakdown, you’ve got a
lot of leadership classes
in there, a lot of
communication classes
in there. Um, I feel like
that can be used towards
being in the classroom
as well as the contentbased thing.” ALMS3
-“I love teaching Ag.
Organized chaos would
be a great way to
describe the past three
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Building FFA program, HS2,274
Work/life balance, HS2,278
Establishing content knowledge/real
world application, HS2,287
Wishes to have had more hands-on
opportunities in college, HS2,291
Organized Chaos, HS3,172
Love it., HS4,238
Enjoys Teaching, ALHS2,338
Not supportive CTE director,
ALHS2,335
,
Left last teaching job, ALHS2,356
CTE filing waivers against him,
ALHS2,361
New supportive administration at
school, ALHS2,399
Variety of students "dumping ground,”
ALHS3,219
Feeling unmotivated, ALHS3,227
Supportive Administration, ALHS3,254
Not supportive CTE director,
ALHS3,257
Burnt out so early, MS1,192
Lack of Support, MS1,194
More Support, MS1,198
Interacting with Students, MS1,218
AB Schedule, MS1,227
Lots of Hands-On activities, MS1,257
Classroom Management, ALMS1,296
Short Class Periods, ALMS1,299
Time Constraints, ALMS1,305
Really good program, ALMS1,320
Overwhelming, ALMS3,447
Learning curve, ALMS3,448
Middle school is a "Steppingstone,”
ALMS3,458
Middle school is hard, ALMS3,566
FFA involvement can get overwhelming
, ALMS4,229
Finding work/life balance, ALMS4,231
Limited facilities, ALMS4,239
NO Facilities, ALMS4,255
Students are multicultural, ALMS4,293
Diversity of students (languages,
accommodations), ALMS4,297

and a half years, but it’s
fun.” HS3
-“Overwhelming, tough,
um a learning curve. I
would say I have grown
a lot. Growth would be
another one. Growth for
sure.” ALMS3
-“You have 36 kids and
you’ve got 35 minutes
to teach them about
Ag.” ALMS1
-“It’s got its ups and
downs. Um, its, but I
mean, I love it. The
students love the
teachers and the
principal. He is
awesome.” ALHS2
-“I definitely love what I
do. Um, the classroom
management is still kind
of a struggle, with large
classes. But I mean, I do
love what I do. I see you
know, how excited they
are for it, how much the
kids enjoy it, especially
if we do lab activities or
more hands on stuff or
we are working outside.
Um, so it’s just kind of
working within the
constraints of what we
have to get a program
that works.” ALMS1
-“Love it. You could
pay me million dollars
to take it away and you
probably will not be
able to pay me one
dollar whenever I retired
to do it one more day.
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Preservice Program at NC State, HS1,96
Instructional Specialist, HS1,99
CTE director funded them going to
DELTA, HS2,84
DELTA was a requirement, ALHS2,89
Was told it was a requirement,
ALHS3,85
RELC licensing center informed them
about it, ALHS3,87
Received an email saying it was
mandatory, MS1,63
Email Notification, ALMS1,70
Mentor, ALMS1,72
County Requirement, ALMS1,74
DELTA fulfilled opportunities,
ALMS1,92
CTE director, ALMS2,96
DELTA was a requirement,
ALMS3,160
Part of Professional Development
requirement, ALMS3,178
Did not complete program, HS2,92
CTE director thought it was only for
lateral entry teachers, HS2,96
Marketing problem to CTE, HS2,130
You do not have to be lateral entry to
attend, HS2,299
Was DELTA a requirement for licensed
teachers, HS4,112

Marketing
of DELTA

Negatives
of DELTA
Marketing

Theme 5:
Recruitme
nt of
DELTA

Marketing
of DELTA
More Mount Olive Graduates there,
HS1,274
Some counties don't require DELTA,
HS1,280

DELTA
Requireme
nt?
Marketing
of DELTA

Networking, HS2,302
Networking, HS1, 109
Hearing from experienced teachers,
HS1,143
Networking, HS3,52

Networkin
g

Theme 5:
Recruitme
nt of
DELTA
Theme 6:
Importanc
e of
Networkin
g

Every day is so
different.” HS4
-“The instructional
specialist started
sending me information
on, here’s your DELTA
dates, make sure you fill
out registration forms,
make sure you do this
by this date and get this
turned into so-and-so.
So, my instructional
specialist got me more
information on it. Then
the NC FFA updates
sent out emails about
upcoming DELTA
stuff.” HS1
-“The regional licensing
center, they required
that I go to DELTA as
an induction, you know,
process.” ALHS3
-“So, I didn’t complete
it. My CTE director had
realized or as if she
understood that it was
geared towards the
lateral entry, it was part
of that 40-hour
induction process. So, I
don’t think she
approved for me to go
do the second part.”
HS2
-“Somebody sent out an
email saying it was
mandatory, we had to do
it within the first three
years.” MS1
-“I really liked the
interaction with other
Ag teachers. It was a
good way to collaborate
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Networking was beneficial, HS4,141
Networking, ALHS2,113
Collaboration, ALHS3,94
Networking, ALHS3,96
Networking, ALMS1,99
Sharing Content and experiences,
ALMS1,100
Building relationships, ALMS1,102
Met Leap Professors in person,
ALMS1,183
Networking, ALMS2,438
Networking, ALMS3,186

AET tracker struggles, LEHS2,136
Classroom Management Session,
LEHS2,150
Multi-teacher programs compared to
one teacher program expectations,
MS1,157
How to balance your FFA, SAE, and
curriculum all as one, MS1,158
CDEs at the Middle School level,
MS1,159
Are SAEs required for Middle School?
Yes, MS1,162
How to implement SAE at the Middle
School level, MS1,166

Expectatio
ns going
into
DELTA

and get ideas from new
Ag teachers.” ALHS3
-“I could share with the
people in the room some
of my experiences
because you know, we
were from different
backgrounds and we had
kind of gotten to our
career in a different
way. So, it’s good to be
able to share different
perspectives. You know,
at times it might be
better to be a lateral
entry teacher because
you do have more realworld experience in
your area.” HS2
-“Balancing your FFA,
your SAE and your
curriculum all together
as one. So, all the CDEs
that people want us to
get involved in as
middle school teachers,
it is really hard to do all
of them being a one
teacher program. Trying
to figure out how to do
an SAE with middle
Theme 7:
schoolers, because I’m
Participant
struggling on that.” MS1
s’
-“It had been since 2001
Perception
since I had any dealings
with FFA and SAE had
changed so much since I
was in school, when I
was in school it was all
paper and pencil. You
write it down you keep
your notebook. AET is
the biggest thing that I
still struggle. And then
just going form working
and having people work
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Networking, HS1, 109
12-month waiver session, HS1,118
CDE training session, HS1,141
Hearing from experienced teachers,
HS1,143
Liked 12-month waiver because of a lot
of concerns, HS1,146
Answered Questions, HS1,147
Picked up new class activities, HS1,151
New Information at DELTA 3, HS1,
180
Open to questioning, HS1,331
Networking, HS2,302
Got lots of Resources, HS3,51
Networking, HS3,52
Experienced teachers, HS3,53
How to balance everything, HS3,98
How to use the AET Tracker, HS3,101
Opportunity other teachers that are
experienced, HS3,233
Fundraising session, HS4,118
Networking was beneficial, HS4,141
Really Helpful, ALHS2,98
Review games session, ALHS2,108
Kahoot, ALHS2,106
Networking, ALHS2,113
Guided Notes Resources, ALHS2,121
Curriculum, ALHS2,122
Enjoyed experienced teachers at
DELTA, ALHS2,405
Collaboration, ALHS3,94
Networking, ALHS3,96
Work/life balance, ALHS3,115
12-month waiver session, ALHS3,117
One good session for middle school,
MS1,82
Middle school programs keep popping
up, MS1,88
How to deal with large classes, MS1,94
Safety for outside laboratories, MS1,96
Very Helpful, ALMS1,97
Networking, ALMS1,99

under you to a
classroom, the way you
manage it is totally
different.” ALHS2
- “I remember there was
one on the 12-month
waiver, which was
something I wasn’t sure
about. Dr. Park and
Andy Bon Canon and
Allison Jennings, they
talked about the 12month waiver, and any
concerns we had over
that. I liked that one
because there were a lot
of concerns at that
point.” HS1

DELTA
Overall
Experience
/ Positives

-“They talked about
managing life and
balancing that with what
you’re doing in the
Theme 7: classroom and FFA that
Participant was beneficial” HS3
s’
Perception -“When [teacher] spoke
about trying to balance
life and teaching, that is
something that I needed
to hear because I was
spending a lot of hours
at school and you know,
she talked about it’s
always a building
experience. You are not
going to get everything
done your first year.
You got to build and it’s
okay to start there.”
ALMS2
-“[Teacher] got up there
and I don’t know, I can’t
remember what she’s
talking about, but
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Sharing Content and experiences,
ALMS1,100
Building relationships, ALMS1,102
DELTA paralleled to LEAP program,
ALMS1,182
Met Leap Professors in person,
ALMS1,183
Hands-on approach, ALMS?
Program of Activities, ALMS2,130
Budget, ALMS2,130
Literacy Session, ALMS2,134
Diverse learners’ session, ALMS2,144
SAE session, ALMS2,160
Got Resources, ALMS2,281
Networking, ALMS2,438
Networking, ALMS3,186
Building experiences, ALMS3,208
How to Balance Life, ALMS3,209
DELTA is a great idea, ALMS3,547
Already learned from NC State,
HS1,113
Repetitive sessions, HS1,115
Repetitive, HS1,128
Hear from more of a range of teachers,
HS1,160
Zoning Out, HS1,169
Repetitive, HS1,172
Passive Learning, HS1,321
Did not get as much out of it, HS3,75
Repetitive, HS3,68
Didn't learn anything, HS3,229
Not helpful, not exposed to anything
new, HS4,136

anything she talks about,
you’re sitting there
glued to the edge of
your seat.” HS4

Negatives
of DELTA

-“Some of it was a little
bit redundant and I don’t
feel like I got as much
out of it because of that.
But I wouldn’t say to
take it away because the
teachers that are going
in alternatively are
coming straight from
industry. Those would
be really important
Theme 7: things for them. So, I
Participant don’t, I don’t really
s’
know how to you know
Perception create a difference
there.” HS1
-“There were definitely
some good sessions in
there and there were
also quite a few
repeaters that I just kind
of sat there and was like,
well I’ve heard this.
This is my second or
third time hearing it.”
HS3
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Vocabulary and agriculture literacy,
HS1,200
How to train CDE teams, HS1,208
Review games, HS2,149
Grudge ball, HS2,153
Grudge Match, HS2,154
Kahoot, HS2,157
How to implement FFA membership in
with your class, HS2,165
POA, HS2,173
CDE competitions content, HS3,93
Review games, ALHS2,178
Drawing in more FFA members,
ALHS2,245
Really struggles with integrating
technology, ALHS3,173
Lab Worksheet, MS1,110
5-gallon buckets for students to sit on
outside, MS1,113
Lesson Plans, ALMS1,138
Engaging different students,
ALMS1,140
Animal Science activities, ALMS1,144
Teacher experiences, ALMS1,146
There is variation of teaching the same
content, ALMS1,149
Program of Activities, ALMS1,203
CDE team training, ALMS1,207
Did not learn mechanics at UK,
ALMS2,274
FFA at the middle school level,
ALMS3,285
How to manage time, ALMS3,290
Review games, ALMS3,291
Review games, ALMS3,304
Fundraising, ALMS3,311
Building relationships with students,
ALMS3,316
Students creating their own classroom
rules, ALMS4,130
Classroom Rules, ALMS4,134
Lesson Activities, ALMS4,135

-“I’ll go ahead and be
honest. I’ve, I’ve used a
lot of [teacher]’s guided
notes and stuff in my
classes cause they’re,
they’re amazing.
They’re right on with
the curriculum and
they’re easy to use and
the kids like it’s cause
they’re not having to
guess and pick what’s
important.” ALHS2

DELTA
Lesson or
Activity
Implement
ed in the
Classroom

Theme 8:
Program
Integratio
n

-“A lady said she lets
the kids make their own
classroom rules and they
have to enforce them. I
did that and its really
helpful cause it holds
each other accountable.”
ALMS4
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APPENDIX H: DELTA Marketing Email Example
August 23, 2018
To:
From:
RE:
19

New/Provisional Agricultural Education Teachers
Gerald Barlowe, State Agricultural Education Leader
Agricultural Education 40-Hour New Teacher Induction (DELTA) 2018-

This information is for Agricultural Education Teachers with 0-5 years of experience.
The 2018-19 Developing Educational Leaders and Teachers of Agriculture (DELTA) program
meets the DPI-sponsored requirement for provisionally licensed Career and Technical Education
teachers and is designed for provisionally licensed/lateral entry licensed Agricultural Education
teachers but will also benefit new certified teachers. Please see the schedule information listed
below. Teachers must attend all five DELTA components to meet the requirement of the 40Hour New Teacher Induction Program. The DELTA program is coordinated by the Agricultural
and Extension Education faculty at North Carolina State University. Certificates of attendance
will be provided and a certificate of completion of the 40 Hour New Teacher Induction will be
provided upon completion of all five components.
Agricultural Education DELTA Components
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Fall In-Service Meetings - teachers should attend their respective Agricultural
Education Fall Regional In-service Meeting during the month of September. The
schedule is available online at: http://ncffa.org/news-events/events/
Agricultural Education DELTA Conference Part I – December 7-8, 2018, at the
North Carolina FFA Center in White Lake (lodging is included on the evening of
December 6)
Agricultural Education DELTA Conference Part II – March 15-16, 2019, at the
North Carolina FFA Center in White Lake (lodging is included on the evening of
March 14)
Regional Spring In-Service Meetings - teachers should attend their respective
Agricultural Education Spring Regional In-service Meeting during the month of March.
The schedule is available online at: http://ncffa.org/news-events/events/
A New and Beginning Teacher Workshop at Summer Agricultural Education Conference
in July (Greensboro, NC)

Registration forms for the two sessions conducted at the North Carolina FFA Center are attached
to this letter. Please note the registration deadlines as well as the fee for each conference. The
registration fee for each teacher includes lodging, meals and materials. Registration fees must be
paid prior to conference participation.
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Teachers of previous 40-hour induction workshops that have missed either Part I or Part II can
register for only the parts needed for completion.
Please feel free to contact our office if you have any questions.
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APPENDIX I: DELTA Participant Registration Form Example

REGISTRATION FORM
Agricultural Education Induction (DELTA) Conference Part I
December 7-8, 2018 • North Carolina FFA Center, White Lake, North Carolina

Name_________________________________________________________________________
School ________________________________________________________________________
School Address _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ Zip ___________________
School Telephone ________________________________ Fax ___________________________
Email Address __________________________________________________________________
Mobile Telephone ______________________________________________________________
Payment: The registration fee for Part I is $200.00 which includes lodging or $150.00 without
lodging. Registration fees cover lodging, meals and materials. (Please note * below) Make checks
payable to North Carolina FFA Center. Participants will receive confirmation of registration and
payment. Lodging is available for both Thursday and Friday nights.
Total Amount Enclosed: $ ________
Mail, email or fax registration form by December 4, 2018 to: Megan Blanke
NC State University
Campus Box 7654
Raleigh, NC 27695
Megan_blanke@ncsu.edu
Fax: 919-513-3201
There will be no on-site registration.
Cancellations/Refund Policy: The workshop fee is non-refundable.
*Lodging: Participants will be staying in the lodge at the North Carolina FFA Center and should plan
to bring sheets, pillows, blankets (each room has a one single and one double bed), towels, and
toiletries (including soap and shampoo).
Questions: Contact the North Carolina Agricultural Education State Office at 919-515-4206 or email
gerald_barlowe@ncsu.edu or megan_blanke@ncsu.edu.
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APPENDIX J: North Carolina Ag Ed Teacher 12-Month Evaluation Instrument

An Evaluation of Quality Twelve-Month
Agricultural Education Teaching Positions

Evaluation Instrument

___________________________________________________________________
Agricultural Education Teacher/FFA Advisor Name

___________________________________________________________________
School Name

___________________________________________________________________
Calendar Year
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INTRODUCTION

Components in the North Carolina Agricultural Education Accountability Model
have been developed to assist Agricultural Education teachers and school
administrators in ensuring that the appropriate activities are completed for all
twelve-month agriculture teacher positions.
Each program component is followed by a yes or no answer. Teachers should
maintain a file of supporting evidences to substantiate their responses. These
quality indicators are focused on aspects of a total agricultural education program
and appropriate planned activities during the summer months. The overall points
total will determine the twelve-month employment status of the local Agricultural
Education teacher.
This evaluation instrument should be completed annually in January, following
the calendar year of evaluation. This instrument is designed to be completed at
the local level. Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
North Carolina Agricultural Education Staff.
Joshua Bledsoe: joshua_bledsoe@ncsu.edu
Allison Jennings: allison_jennings@ncsu.edu
Andy VonCanon: andy_voncanon@ncsu.edu

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURES
We hereby certify that the information contained within this document is accurate and
correct. This information gives an accurate overview of this Agricultural Education
teacher.
________________________________

____________________

Agricultural Education Teacher/FFA Advisor Signature

Date

_________________________________

_______________________________

Principal Name (please print)

CTE Director Name (please print)

________________________________
Signature

____________________________ Principal

CTE Director Signature

Circle the calendar year of this evaluation: 2018 2019 2020 2021
FFA – Agricultural Education Student Organization

Yes

No

Points
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1

I attended at least three sessions of the North Carolina State FFA Convention
with at least 3 students/FFA members.

10

2

I attended FFA Camp or FFA Wildlife Camp at the North Carolina FFA Center
with my students.
List week(s) attended:

10

3

I attended State FFA Leadership Conference, MEGA Conference, or the
Washington Leadership Conference with at least one student.

5

4

5

I conducted at least one FFA activity with my students during the summer (FFA
meeting, officer retreat/planning, etc.). List and describe the activity in the space
below:

I spent at least 30 hours during the summer and school year, outside of class
time, preparing FFA members for events, fundraising, and/or community service.
Log required.
Classroom/Laboratory Instruction-Professional Development

6

10
Yes

No

Points

I spent a minimum of 20 hours maintaining/upgrading laboratory facilities during
the summer months. Provide Log.

8

I spent a minimum of 20 hours of non-school hours involved in
maintaining/servicing school laboratory facilities. (Examples: Caring for plants in
the greenhouse, care of livestock on land labs, land lab maintenance, etc.)
Provide Log.
I conducted one or more adult education programs during the summer months
(Includes conducting a professional development workshop for teachers).
Describe:

9

I spent at least 20 hours of my summer months developing agricultural/natural
resources business/industry partnerships.
List businesses/industry, addresses, and contact person:

7

10

10

5

5

10

10

I attended at least one North Carolina Agricultural Education professional
development workshop. List the name of the workshop in the space below:

5

11

I attended at least one summer professional development workshop held outside
of North Carolina. List the name and location of the workshop in the space
below:

5

12

I attended the entire CTE summer Agricultural Education conference.
Certificate of attendance should be available.

5

SAE – Supervised Agricultural Experience - Work-Based Learning

Yes

No

Points
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13

I spent at least 40 hours of contact time during my summer months involved in
SAE activities with my students. Verification reports of SAE supervision should
be available as evidence.

25

14

During the school calendar year, I conducted 8 or more student SAE
conferences, evaluations, or onsite visits. Verification of SAE contacts should be
logged.

10

15

A. At least 75% of my agricultural education students have active SAE records
on AET or through another recordkeeping system.

10

Other

Yes

No

Points

16

I attended my fall agricultural education regional in-service meeting.

3

17

I attended my spring agricultural education regional in-service meeting.

3

18

I attended one of the following events: NCATA Mid-Winter Professional
Development Conference, NAAE Region V leadership Conference, or
NAAE/ACTE convention

3

19

I submitted a written summer plan of activities and met with my principal and
Career and Technical Education Coordinator/Administrator for approval.

10

TOTAL POINTS EARNED

Teachers should score a minimum of 100 points to be eligible for 2 months of
extended employment for the following year.

Reviewed and revised – March 2019
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